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Abstract

This thesis describes the development and characterization of high thermal and radiation
stable Si-based multilayer mirrors for their application in extreme ultraviolet lithographic
steppers. Although EUV Lithography (EUVL) is an optical lithography, the reduced
wavelength introduces new challenges because all materials are absorbing at 13.5 nm:
The application of multilayer mirrors in EUVL requires not only the highest possible
normal-incidence reflectivity but also a long-term thermal and radiation stability at op-
erating temperatures. This requirement is most important in the case of the collector
mirror of the illumination system close to the EUV source where a short-time decrease
in reflectivity is most likely.

Stability of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors and optics lifetime under heavy radiation loads
remains one of the big challenges for EUVL for both collector and imaging optics. The
formation of an EUV-induced contamination layer (carbon growth and oxidation of the
top layers) is a known process that induces a degradation of the optical properties. Si-
capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors, designed for high normal reflectivity at the wavelength
of 13.5 nm and deposited by dc-magnetron sputtering, were directly exposed to EUV
radiation as collector mirrors (without mitigation system). They presented a loss of
reflectivity of more than 18 % after irradiation by a Xe-discharge source with an EUV-
dose of 40 mJ/mm2. It was found that the degradation of the optical properties was
due to the oxidation of the silicon and molybdenum top layers. The introduction of a
Zr-filter, that mitigates the impact of the out-of-band radiation and partially protects
the optics from the debris coming from the source, reduced that loss of reflectivity to
-1 % after irradiation with an EUV-dose D = 40 mJ/mm2 for classical Si-capped Mo/Si
multilayer mirrors used as imaging optics. In order to enhance the radiation stability
of Si-based multilayer mirrors, new perspective capping layer materials as TiO2 and
RuO2 have been investigated and compared under similar irradiation conditions. The
RuO2-capped multilayer mirrors presented a drop of reflectivity of -0.8 % after similar
irradiation conditions, because of the oxidation of the silicon sub-layer. TiO2-capped
multilayer mirrors showed no degradation of their optical properties after irradiation.

Another problem of Mo/Si multilayers is the instability of the reflectivity and peak
wavelength under high heat load. It becomes especially critical at temperatures above
200◦C, where interdiffusion between the molybdenum and the silicon layers is observed.
The development of high-temperature multilayers was focused on two alternative Si-
based systems: MoSi2/Si and interface engineered Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors. The
multilayer designs as well as the deposition parameters of all systems were optimized in
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terms of high peak reflectivity at a wavelength close to 13.5 nm and high thermal stability.
Annealing was carried out under vacuum (10−3 Pa) at temperatures up to 650◦C. The
optimization of MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors resulted in a peak reflectivity R = 41.2 %
at the wavelength λ = 13.6 nm. They consisted of amorphous Si- and MoSi2-layers.
Crystallization of the MoSi2-layers at temperatures above 400◦C induced small changes
of the MoSi2/Si multilayer optical properties but they were independent of the annealing
time at temperatures below 600◦C. A wavelength shift of -1.7 % and a reflectivity drop
of -1.0 % have been found after annealing at 500◦C for 100 hours. The total degradation
of optical properties above 650◦C is explained by a recrystallization process of MoSi2-
layers. Optimized as-deposited Mo/C/Si/C multilayers presented a peak reflectivity R
= 59.6 % at the wavelength λ = 13.5 nm. Thermally induced changes of the optical and
structural properties were dependent on both annealing times and temperatures. The
interdiffusion coefficients in Mo/C/Si/C systems have been calculated from the decay
rate of the peak reflectivity during isothermal annealings at different temperatures (250,
400 and 500◦C). The interdiffusion coefficient at 400◦C was found to be around 10−26

m2/s. The degradation of the optical properties of Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors was
due to the the formation of a SiC-layer at the interfaces and a development of an interface
roughness in the multilayer structure.

The combination of high reflective properties and enhanced thermal and radiation sta-
bility of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors provides good prospects for their use as coating for
EUVL mirrors.
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Zusammenfassung

Obwohl die EUV-Lithografie (EUVL) ein optisches Verfahren ist, führt die reduzierte
Wellenlänge neue Herausforderungen ein, da alle Materialien bei 13,5 nm absorbieren.
Die Anwendung von Multilayeroptiken für die EUVL erfordert nicht nur eine höchst-
mögliche Reflexion, sondern auch eine anhaltende Strahlungs- und thermische Stabilität.
Dies gilt besonders für den Kollektorspiegel, da wegen seiner unmittelbaren Nähe zur
EUV-Quelle ein vorzeitiger Reflexionsverlust erfolgen kann. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit
wurde die Strahlungs- und thermische Stabilität von EUV-Spiegeln untersucht. Neue
Schichtsysteme mit einer höheren Stabilität wurden entwickelt.

Die Lebensdauer Mo/Si- beschichteter Optiken stellt eine der größten Herausforderungen
für die Produktionseinführung der EUVL dar. Problematisch bei der Verwendung von
Mo/Si-Multilayeroptiken ist die Verringerung der Reflexion auf Grund von Kohlenstof-
fkontaminationen und Oxidation der Silizium-Deckschicht bei intensiver EUV-Bestrah-
lung. Klassische, für 13,5 nm optimierte, Mo/Si-Multilayerspiegel wurden als Kollek-
torspiegel mit einer EUV-Lampe, die auf einer Xe-Plasma-Entladung basiert ist, be-
strahlt. Sie zeigen einen Reflexionsverlust von 18 % nach einer Strahlungsdosis von 40
J/mm2. Der Reflexionsverlust kann durch die Oxidation der obersten Si-Schicht und
die partielle Oxidation der darunter liegenden Mo-Schicht erklärt werden. Der Ein-
satz eines Zr-Filters, der den Einfluss der "Out-of-Band" Strahlung reduziert und die
Optiken vor den Debris aus der Quelle schützt, verringert den EUV-induzierten Re-
flexionsverlust. Er beträgt 1 % nach einer Strahlungsdosis von 40 J/mm2 für Mo/Si-
Abbildungsoptiken. Um die Strahlungsstabilität solcher Spiegel zu erhöhen wurden neue
Deckschichtmaterialien für EUVL-Optiken wie TiO2 und RuO2 untersucht. Mo/Si Mul-
tilayeroptiken mit optimierter RuO2-Deckschicht zeigen einen Reflexionsverlust von 0,8
% nach einer Strahlungsdosis von 40 J/mm2. Als Ursache dieses Reflexionsverlusts kon-
nte partielle Oxidation der Si-Unterschicht nachgewiesen werden. Dahingegen wurde bei
Mo/Si-Multilayerspiegeln mit optimierter TiO2-Deckschicht kein Reflexionsverlust nach
Bestrahlung festgestellt.

Klassische Mo/Si-Schichtsysteme zeigen bei thermischer Beanspruchung (T > 200◦C)
eine Instabilität der Schichtstruktur durch Diffusionsprozesse zwischen den Si- und Mo-
Schichten. Daraus resultiert ein Verlust der Reflektion sowie eine Verschiebung der Peak-
Wellenlänge. Mit dem Ziel einer deutlichen Verbesserung der thermischen Stabilität wur-
den zwei alternative Schichtsysteme auf Si-Basis entwickelt: MoSi2/Si und Mo/C/Si/C.
Die Schichtdesigns sowie die Beschichtungsparameter wurden für eine Maximalreflexion
bei einer Wellenlänge um 13,5 nm sowie einer hohen Arbeitstemperatur optimiert. Zur
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Untersuchung der thermischen Stabilität wurden die Spiegel unter Hochvakuumbedin-
gungen (10−3 Pa) bis 650◦C erhitzt. Die untersuchten MoSi2/Si-Systeme zeigen eine
Reflexion R = 41,2 % bei λ = 13,6 nm. Sie bestehen aus amorphen Si- und MoSi2-
Schichten. Die hauptsächlich auf Kristallisationsprozesse ab 400◦C zurückzuführenden
Strukturveränderungen der MoSi2-Schichten sind im untersuchten Temperaturbereich
bis 600◦C zeitlich invariant. Während sich nach einer hundertstündigen Temperaturein-
wirkung von 500◦C die Peak-Wellenlänge um ca. 1,7 % verringert, konnte ein Reflex-
ionsverlust von lediglich 1,0 % nachgewiesen werden. Die Rekristallisation der MoSi2-
Schichten nach einer Temperatureinwirkung von 650◦C ergabt eine völlige Zerstörung
der optischen Eigenschaften. Eine Reflexion R = 59,6 % bei λ = 13,5 nm wurde für
die optimierten Mo/C/Si/C-Schichtsystemen gemessen. Für Temperaturen T ≥ 400◦C
sind die thermisch induzierten Veränderungen der optischen und strukturellen Eigen-
schaften zeitabhängig. Die Berechnung der effektiven Diffusionskoeffizienten bei 250◦C,
400◦C und 500◦C in Mo/C/Si/C-Schichtsystemen erfolgte durch die Bestimmung der
Rate der Reflexionsabnahme unter isothermische Heizung. Bei 400◦C beträgt der Inter-
diffusionskoeffizient 10−26 m2/s. Die Entstehung einer SiC-Schicht an den Grenzflächen,
sowie die Erhöhung der Grenzflächenrauheit führen zu einer Zerstörung der optischen
Eigenschaften von Mo/C/Si/C-Schichtsystemen.

Die Kombination von thermischer und Strahlungsstabilität sowie optischen Eigenschaften
von Mo/Si Schichtsystemen unterstreicht ihre potenzielle Nutzung als Beschichtung von
EUVL Spiegeln.
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1 Introduction

The work presented in this thesis is based on the development of thermal and radiation
stable multilayer mirrors for Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography (EUVL). The Extreme
Ultraviolet (EUV) spectral range can be defined as the part of the electromagnetic spec-
trum placed between the ultraviolet and the X-ray spectral ranges. According to the
conventions used in the research on physics of plasma and synchrotron radiation [1], it
corresponds to the photon energies between 30 eV and 250 eV (wavelength range between
5 nm and 40 nm). The development of lithographic processes, supplied by the semicon-
ductor industry, leads to a permanent decrease of the lithographic wavelength in order to
satisfy the Moore’s law [2] , that induces a doubling of the components fabricated on a
chip every 18 months. In the last years, it has even decreased from 248 to 13.5 nm with
the introduction of the EUVL as next generation lithography. It should be introduced
in volume production at the 32 nm microprocessor node in 2009 [3].

The success of the EUVL is greatly dependent on the optical performances of the Mo/Si
multilayer mirros, used as high-reflective optics for in the EUVL steppers [4], since EUV
radiation cannot be transmitted because of the strong absorption of all materials at
this wavelength. It requires not only the highest possible normal-incidence reflectivity
but also a long-term thermal and radiation stability at operating temperatures. This
requirement is most important in the case of the collector mirror of the illumination
system close to the EUV source where a short-time decrease in reflectivity is most likely.
A serious problem of Mo/Si multilayers capped by silicon is the considerable reflectivity
degradation due to carbonization and oxidation of the silicon surface layer under high
intensive exposure by EUV radiation. The instability of Mo/Si multilayers becomes
especially critical at elevated pressures of water vapor and hydrocarbons, thus noticeably
limiting the application time of Si-capped Mo/Si multilayers mirrors for EUVL. Another
problem of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors is the instability of reflectivity and peak wavelength
under high heat load. It becomes especially critical at temperatures above 200◦C, where
interdiffusion between the molybdenum and the silicon layers is observed.

The chapter 2 provides an introduction of the requirements induced by the application
of EUV lithography and of the theoretical optical and structural properties of Mo/Si
multilayer mirrors. The both thermal and radiation stability of Mo/Si multilayers are
discussed and the state of the art of the different solutions already existing for the im-
provement of these stabilities is then introduced. All investigation and characterization
methods used in this work are presented in the chapter 3.

The chapter 4 introduces the results obtained during the investigation of the stability of
Mo/Si multilayer mirrors. The growth, structure and optical properties of such mirrors
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are first presented (part 4.1) as the basis for all comparisons of stability enhancements.
The radiation stability of collector and imaging optics is then investigated (part 4.2)
under EUV radiation produced with a Xe-gas discharge source. The application of dif-
ferent capping layer materials (TiO2 and RuO2) on top of the mirrors demonstrates
an enhancement of stability under EUV radiation. The enhanced thermal stability of
two Si-based multilayer mirrors (MoSi2/Si and Mo/C/Si/C) is finally demonstrated, as
potential solution for high thermal applications of multilayer mirrors (part 4.3).

Finally, the chapter 5 concludes the results of the presented work and provides a detailed
enumeration of the stability enhancement of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors for both thermal
and radiation stability.
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2 Literature

2.1 EUVL as candidate for the next generation of
lithography

The lithography can be defined as the process that creates features on a silicon wafer.
For optical lithography, the wavelength has decreased from 365 nm to 248 nm and to 193
nm in order to improve the resolution and to satisfy the Moore’s law [2], which states
that the number of components fabricated on a chip will double every 18 months. In
the last years, it has even migrated to 157 nm with the introduction of the immersion
processes to reach the 65 nm half-pitch node [5]. EUVL, with a wavelength of 13.5 nm,
must be introduced in volume production at the 32 nm microprocessor node in 2009
(the 22 nm half-pitch node is also hoped) with a throughput of about 40 to 120 wafers
per hour (depending for instance on the source power or the resist sensitivity) [3]. The
success of the EUVL is also greatly dependent on the stability (temporal, thermal and
radiation stabilities) of Mo/Si multilayer coatings, either for high-reflective optics [4] or
for defect free mask blanks [6].

Although EUVL is an optical lithography, the reduced wavelength introduces new chal-
lenges because all materials are absorbing at 13.5 nm. EUVL systems need therefore
vacuum operations (because of the air absorption). Decreasing the operated wavelength
for lithography scanners means obtaining a better resolution. The resolution resulting
of a lithographic process can be described as the smallest feature size that a system can
print (the minimal distance between two points or two lines on the wafer). It is defined
by [7]:

Res =
k1λ

NA
(2.1)

where Res is the resolution, k1 a constant (that depends on the photo-resist, specific
system irradiation characteristics, mask geometries and manufacturing processes), λ the
wavelength of the radiation used and NA the numerical aperture of the system. Best
amount for the k1 constant is about 0.5 and typical values of the numerical aperture NA
are in range from 0.1 to 0.3 [8]. So, as reducing the wavelength as possible, the best
resolution may be achieved.
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2.1.1 The EUV spectral range

The EUV spectral range can be defined as the part of the electromagnetic spectrum [1]
which contains the wavelengths between 5 and 40 nm, corresponding to photon energies
from 30 to 250 eV, as shown in Fig. 2.1 [1].

Figure 2.1: Electromagnetic spectrum from the infra-red to the hard X-ray range [1]

This spectral region is characterized by a strong absorption of the light by all materials
and by refractive indexes close to the unity. Those indexes are commonly described in
terms of the complex refractive index, which is a function of the wavelength [9]:

ñ = n + iβ = 1− δ + iβ (2.2)

where n is the refractive index (that is linked to the refractive properties of a medium),
β the extinction coefficient (that describes the absorption of a medium) and δ the com-
plement to the unity (n = 1 - δ). In the EUV region, β and δ are in the range from 10−2

to 10−4 for wavelengths from 5.0 to 0.5 nm respectively. In order to obtain the relation
between the atomic scattering factors (used for X-rays) and the refractive index (used in
visible light), the model of a free electron gas can be applied and gives [10].

ñ = n + iβ = 1− δ + iβ = 1− r0λ
2

2π
Nat(f1 − if2) (2.3)

where r0 is the classical radius of an electron (r0 = 2.818×10−15 m), λ the wavelength and
Nat the number of atoms per unit volume. For high photon energies (short wavelengths),
the atomic factor f1 approaches the number of free electrons per atom (electrons whose
bond energies are lower than the photon energy). For higher energies, it remains constant
and close to the total number of electrons contained in the atom. The atomic scattering
factors f1 and f2 of all materials have been tabulated for wavelengths from 0.04 to 41 nm
[11]. Optical constants δ and β can be therefore calculated with the Eq. 2.3. Silicon and
molybdenum ones are introduced in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Optical constants δ and β for silicon and molybdenum

At the Si-L absorption edge (λL = 12.4 nm), δ reaches a minimum while β strongly
increases. The behavior of the ratio δ/β describes the transparency of a material. For
wavelengths greater than λL, silicon has a very low absorption: Mirrors designed for 13.5
nm have thereby a Si-based design.

2.1.2 Critical issues in EUVL

The shift of optical lithography to EUVL introduces new requirements depending on
the interaction between the EUV radiation and the matter in this spectral range (as
EUV radiation is absorbed in all materials, the process must be under a high-vacuum
atmosphere). The first suggestions that EUVL could viably extend Moore’s law came in
1988 [12, 13]. Since that time, many technological challenges have been met and still has
to be overcome [14]. The general set-up of the EUVL is presented in Fig. 2.3 [15].

In such a system, EUV radiation is produced by a thermal excitation of target materials
(xenon, lithium or tin) made either by laser heating (Laser Produced Plasma) or by
electromagnetic pinch (Discharge Produced Plasma) [16]. The light is then collected by
condenser optics and driven to a mask stage through beam shaping optics. At the end,
it is directed onto a wafer stage by projection optics. For each stage of this set-up, a
technology road map has been introduced (alpha-tool in 2005, beta-tool in 2007 and
production in 2009) with specific requirements in order to reach a high wafer throughput
for the high volume manufacturing production. The last main requirements are presented
in Tab. 2.1 [17, 18].

Since the actual reported values do not stick to the requirements, efforts have to be
made to improve the performances of each part contributing to the lithographic process
as optics, masks, resists, or sources. Contrary to others optical lithographic processes,
EUVL is not based on transmissive lenses but on reflective mirrors (all known lens
materials absorb the EUV wavelengths). The collector and projection optics consist of
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Figure 2.3: General EUV lithography set-up [15]

Table 2.1: Main requirements for EUVL [17, 18]
Specifications Requirements Best reported

Alpha Beta Production
Central wavelength, nm 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.5
Throughput, WPH 20 60 100 –
EUV power (in-band), W 10 30 115 50 (Sn target)
Repetition frequency, kHz 2 5 7–10 6.5
Source cleanliness, h TBD TBD 30,000 –
Resist sensitivity, mJ/cm2 5 4 3 –

EUV-reflective Mo/Si multilayer mirrors [19]. Properties (optical and structural ones)
and requirements (high EUV-reflectivity, thermal and radiation stability) of such optics
are reported later (see parts 2.1.3 and 2.2).

EUV sources are another critical factor for the success of EUVL. Sources have to be
evaluated using criteria such as in-band power (at the wavelength of 13.5 ± 0.2 nm) wafer
throughput, cost of ownership, debris contamination issues and dose repeatability [20].
As EUVL was proposed, all known concepts of EUV sources (based on electron impact
[21], synchrotron radiation [22] or hot plasmas [23]) were lacking power, stability and
lifetime. Commercial efforts have been made in source development and new concepts to
improve existing ones, like pinch plasma [24], laser produced plasma [25] and synchrotron
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[26] have been developed over the last ten years. Even they are absolutely clean sources,
synchrotrons are not enough compact and require expensive facilities. Therefore, gas
discharge and laser produced plasma sources are the only real candidates for EUVL [27].

All gas discharge plasma sources are based on a common principle: A current, running
between a cathode and an anode, induces a magnetic field that compresses and heats a
ionized gas (electron density in the range of 1018 cm−3). It leads to the formation of a
plasma hot enough (temperature of several 10 eV) to emit EUV radiation [28]. In the
case of a laser produced plasma source, a pulsed laser light is focused to high intensities
onto a target to produce EUV radiation [29]. That emission and the resulted EUV
power strongly depend on the material and the nature of the target and on the temporal
development of the plasma [30]. The choice of the target material is mostly based on
the spectral output of the material but also on the contamination characteristics of the
substance. Three materials (lithium [31], xenon [32] and tin [33]) are mainly known to
be potential targets for the production of EUV sources and achieve the in-band EUV
power of 115 W. Another major factor that determines whether a source is suitable for
EUVL is its cleanliness. Optical components and especially the collector mirror of the
EUVL set-up should not be changed because of contamination coming from the source.
Actual EUV sources produce atoms, ions and particles which have to be mitigated to
avoid a source-generated contamination of the optics. It can be made with the use of a
background buffer gas [34], foils [35] or magnetic-field shield [36].

A similar challenge exists in producing EUV masks, which are also based on a Mo/Si
technology, able to deliver a high definition patterning. Masks are reflective and require a
very high coating quality with less than 0.003 defect/cm2 [37]: multilayers are deposited
by ion beam sputtering [38, 39], which must generate the lowest defect density. The mask
is effectively imaged onto the wafer, so any defects in the structure will be transferred to
the resist, producing defects in the final product. Masks requirements for the beta-tool
(2007) and the high volume manufacturing production (2009) are introduced in Tab. 2.2
[40]. Another challenge concerning the production of mask blank is the development of
characterization methods, which are able to detect such small defects [41]. In the case of
non defect-free masks are produced, new defect repair methods have also been developed
as scooping out a few Mo/Si layers or covering defects with an absorber pattern [42]. But
masks control and reparation as well must be made without introducing any additional
contamination.

Table 2.2: EUV mask blank road map requirements [40]
Specifications Beta-tool Production
Defect density, def/cm2 0.01 0.003
Defect size, nm 40 25
Peak reflectivity, % 66 67

Finally resists developed for EUVL must be surface imaging resists because of the short
penetration length of EUV radiation [43]. However, they absorb easily the EUV light
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so that they have to be quite thin (typical layer thickness around 100–130 nm). For
commercial viability, EUVL requires a resist material with a good resolution, a high
contrast for printing, a good etch resistance, a sensitivity better than 5 mJ/cm2 and a
low outgassing to prevent optics contamination [44].

2.1.3 Critical issues for optical elements in EUVL

Due to the strong absorption of EUV radiation by all materials, the optical components
of a EUVL set-up are reflective. Therefore usual optical systems such as refractive optics
cannot be used with EUV and advances in multilayer coatings becomes a solution for the
development of EUVL by providing mirrors that have to fulfill three main requirements:
a maximal reflectivity at the wavelength of 13.5 nm, a good stability (temporal, thermal
and radiation stability) and low mechanical stresses [45]. A high reflectivity is very
important: Considering a EUVL system with nine mirrors (projection optics, illuminator
and masks), the difference between two sets of multilayer mirrors with respectively 70 %
and 68 % reflectivity results in a 30 % difference in integral light intensity at the wafer
plane. However the peak reflectivity is not the only key factor. The power on the wafer is
given by the integral of the spectral power of the source and the multiplied reflectivities
of the N (N ≥ 9) mirrors of the EUVL stepper [46]:

Pw =
∫

Ps(λ)
n∏

k=1

Rk(λ)dλ (2.4)

where Pw is the power delivered to the wafer, Ps the spectral power of the source and
Rk the reflectivity of the kth mirror. Thus the bandwidth, the peak-wavelength match of
the different mirrors and the spectrum of the source are also important factors to achieve
a high power at the wafer plane.

As EUVL steppers are required to produce wafers over more than three years (30,000
hours) non-stop operating, optical elements of the system have also to keep reflecting
for that time. The lifetime of EUV mirrors can be defined as when a transmission
loss of about 10 % in the overall system is reached (that corresponds to an irreversible
reflectivity loss of more than 1 % per mirror) [47]. The application of mirrors for EUVL
requires not only the highest possible normal-incidence reflectivity at the wavelength of
13.5 nm but also a long-term temporal, thermal (under high heat) and radiation (under
EUV radiation loads) stability. This requirement is most important in the case of the
collector mirror (first mirror of the illumination system nearest to the EUV source) where
a reflectivity decrease is most likely [48]. The role of the collector mirror is to capture
as much light as possible of the radiation emitted by the source. A long term thermal
stability around 400–500◦C can be therefore a main asset in order to protect the mirrors
against the contamination coming from the source [49]. Methods that can be used to
enhance the thermal stability of such optics are described in the part 4.3. Two main
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issues of contamination under EUV radiation are known: oxidation and carbon growth
on the mirror surfaces, which emit secondary electrons under EUV exposures responsible
for the dissociation of hydrocarbons and water molecules [50]. A detailed investigation
of that phenomenon and methods developed to reduce it are presented in the part 2.3.

Due to the stringent surface figure requirements for the optics in EUVL system, defor-
mations due to the structure stress have to be minimized [51]. However, stresses must
be reduced or compensated without reducing the EUV reflectivity (deposition of buffer
sub-layers), since it has a strong impact on the throughput of the EUVL stepper.

2.2 Mo/Si multilayer mirrors as high-reflective elements for
EUVL

EUVL steppers requires high-reflective optics designed for a wavelength of 13.5 nm.
Considering a single boundary between two materials with refractive indexes ñ1 and ñ2

(one layer mirror), the reflectivity at normal incidence can be calculated by the Fresnel
equations [52]:

R =
∣∣∣∣ ñ1 − ñ2

ñ1 + ñ2

∣∣∣∣2 (2.5)

The reflectivity of a boundary between vacuum (ñ1 = 1) and another material (ñ2 = 1 -
δ + iβ) becomes with the Eq. 2.5:

R =
δ2 + β2

(2− δ)2 + β2
≈ δ2 + β2

4
, δ << 1, β << 1 (2.6)

Since the deviation δ decreases quadratically with decreasing wavelength (δ ∝ λ2), the
reflectivity at normal incidence drops proportionally to λ4 in regions where the effec-
tive number of free electrons stays constant [53]. Grazing incidence mirrors are a first
way to overcome that problem. They are mainly used in X-ray telescopes [54] and
for synchrotron applications [55]. In 1972 it was demonstrated that multilayer coating
techniques, as employed in visible optics to construct dielectric, anti or high reflection
interference coatings, could be extended to the EUV and soft X-ray spectral range to
get high-reflective mirrors [56].

2.2.1 Main parameters of multilayer mirrors

Such multilayer coatings consist of alternating layers of two materials with different
refractive indexes [57]. The two materials usually have a large difference in atomic
number Z to maximize the difference in electron density (Eq. 2.3) and enhance the
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normal incidence reflectivity at one boundary (Eq. 2.5) [58]. So multilayer mirrors
may be described as a stack of at least two materials (an absorber and a spacer with
respectively high and low electron densities) deposited on a substrate. The period of
such a structure is defined as following [59]:

H = tA + tS (2.7)

where tA is the thickness of the absorber layer and tS of the spacer layer. The required
period of the multilayer system can be simply evaluated by using the classical Bragg
equation:

2H sin θ ∼= mλ (2.8)

where θ is the grazing angle, m the order of reflection and the λ wavelength. In the case
of a normal incidence reflectivity (θ = 90 deg) at the wavelength λ = 13.5 nm, the Eq.
2.8 gives for the first order of reflection H = 6.75 nm.

The principle of such reflector is based on a constructive adding up of reflectivities from
many boundaries as shown in Fig. 2.4 [56]. In an ideal Bragg crystal, atomic planes,
spaced of λ/2, reflect the incident wave. That design gives a high reflectivity for a
large number of layers, even if they are absorbing (assuming that the space between
the atomic planes is non-absorbing) [60]. The basic design of a multilayer structure is
based on positioning a high-absorbing material close to the nodes of the standing wave
established in the periodic structure and by filling the space in between with a low
absorbing material.

Figure 2.4: Principle of a multilayer design [56]

The theory of X-ray diffraction on crystal planes [61] can be well described by both the
recursive method [62] (successfully applied to each interface) and the matrix formalism
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[63] (each interface is represented by a matrix). The calculation of the final integral
reflectivity of a multilayer mirror by the recursive method shows that the maximal re-
flectivity is reached under the Bragg condition (Eq. 2.8 without the approximation δ =
β = 0) [64]:

mλ = 2H sinΘm

√
1− 2δ̃

sin2 Θm
(2.9)

where Θm is the grazing angle with refraction correction [65] and δ̃ the weighted average
index of the two materials in the coating:

δ̃ =
δAdA + δSdS

dA + dS
(2.10)

and is directly linked to the thickness ratio Γ:

Γ =
dA

dA + dS
=

dA

H
(2.11)

that is typically between 0.3 and 0.5. In order to select the most suitable couple of
materials for the design of high-reflective multilayer mirrors, the spacer material should
have the lowest extinction coefficient βS for the desired wavelength and the absorber
material has also to provide a high reflectivity at the boundary with the spacer material
with an extinction coefficient as low as possible [66]. Finally both materials should
have the ability to be deposited with smooth and sharp boundaries. Several couple of
materials have been investigated for the EUV and soft X-ray spectral region (like Mo/Be
[67] or Mo/Si [68]). For wavelengths greater than 12.4 nm (that corresponds to the Si-L
absorption edge), silicon has a very low absorption and becomes the best spacer material.
It has been demonstrated that the couple Mo/Si is the most suitable for high-reflective
optics at the wavelength of 13.5 nm [69]. Such a multilayer system is commonly described
by four parameters: its couple of materials (a spacer and an absorber), its number of
periods N (each period consists of a spacer layer and an absorber layer), its period H
(thickness of one period) and its thickness ratio Γ (Eq. 2.11). The optimization of these
parameters leads to a theoretical reflectivity of about 75 % at the wavelength of 13.5 nm
[70] with the following parameters: N = 60, H = 6.92 nm, Γ = 0.4.

2.2.2 Imperfections of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors

Although the theoretical calculations predict that high normal incidence reflectivities can
be achieved through multilayer mirrors for the EUV spectral range [71], actual values
significantly differ from the theory. So far the best achieved normal incidence reflectivity
for Mo/Si systems is about 70 % with N = 60 periods [72]. Imperfections of the multilayer
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structure, like interface roughness and diffuse intermixing [73], (Fig. 2.5 [58]) are mainly
responsible for that drop of reflectivity. An interface roughness of a few Angstroms
can reduce the reflectivity because of non-specular scattering [74]. The reduction of
reflectivity R of a real multilayer mirror because of the roughness σ can be described
with a model analog to the Debye-Waller factor [75, 76]. The drop of reflectivity induced
by the development of roughness becomes [77, 78]:

R = R0 exp

[
−

(
2πm

σ

H

)2
]

(2.12)

where R0 is the reflectivity of an ideal structure (σ = 0), H the period of the multilayer
and m is the order of reflection. One reason for that columnar growth (development of the
roughness through the multilayer structure) is the low surface mobility of the adatoms
and the correlated low surface energy of the growing layers during the deposition of
mirrors [79].

Figure 2.5: Cross-section TEM images of imperfections in a multilayer structure: Inter-
face roughness (left) and diffuse intermixing (right) [58]

The diffuse intermixing between the layers in the multilayer structure is another cause
of a drop of reflectivity. Although the deposition process of the layers is optimized and
the interfaces are smooth, the silicon and molybdenum layers are separated by a MoxSiy
silicide layer [80]. The thickness of such intermixing layers has been demonstrated to
be asymmetric and depends on the degree of perfection of the crystalline structure of
the molybdenum layer: At the Mo-on-Si interface tMoxSiy ≈ 1.2 nm and at the Si-
on-Mo interface tMoxSiy ≈ 0.6 nm [81]. That phenomenon can be minimized but not
totally suppressed [82], that shows that the formation of intermixing layers is an intrinsic
property of the Mo/Si multilayers and could be a barrier to reach the theoretical maximal
reflectivity.

A great number of layers has to be deposited in order to achieve high reflective optics.
But it is impossible to obtain homogenous thicknesses through the whole structure and
it has been shown that random errors in period thicknesses, as stochastic errors (the
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periods have different values, H1 6= H2 6= Hn) or linear errors (the value of the period
linearly increases or decreases in the structure, H1 < H2 < Hn) introduce a decrease in
reflectivity and an increase in the bandwidth of the multilayer mirror reflectivity [83].
Therefore new systems of in-situ monitoring has been developed in order to control the
layer thickness during the deposition process [84]. Defects on the substrate and impurities
in the multilayer stack due to the deposition process (as argon atoms if the mirror is
deposited under argon atmosphere) are two other reasons for a decrease in reflectivity of
the Mo/Si multilayer optics.

Finally an another reason for a drop of reflectivity of EUV mirrors is the oxidation of
the top-layer. It has been demonstrated that a silicon top-layer naturally oxidizes and
effectively forms an about 2 nm thick capping layer of native oxide [85]. As the oxidation
of the silicon top-layer is accompanied by an increase in the absorption (the attenuation
length becomes shorter) and a change of the top thickness, the optimization of the top-
layer is an important step in the design of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors with high reflective
properties.

2.2.3 Interface-engineered multilayer mirrors

In order to enhance the reflectivity of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors, interdiffusion processes
at the interfaces have to be suppressed or at least reduced. That could be done by the
introduction of super-thin diffusion barriers between the molybdenum and silicon layers.
Therefore the design of the multilayer is no more a traditional binary Mo/Si system but
an interface-engineered Mo/X/Si/X one, where X is one material used as barrier against
the intermixing. Successful attempts by application of the interface-engineered design
Mo/B4C/Si/B4C was performed and a normal incidence reflectivity of about 70 % was
achieved [86]. Other materials like carbon C and silicon carbide SiC can be used to
improve both the reflective properties of the mirror and its thermal stability [87].

2.3 Radiation stability

It was shown that Mo/Si multilayer mirrors have a good temporal stability [88]: The
temporal stability of the reflectivity of a Mo/Si multilayer mirror stored in air has been
demonstrated over a period of 25 months. A decrease of 0.4 % of the normal incidence
reflectivity appeared over a period of 400 days. Therefore one of the main issues for
Mo/Si multilayer mirrors stability is no more the temporal stability but the stability
of the optics under EUV radiation. Then Mo/Si multilayer mirrors become contami-
nated, which results in a reduced reflectivity, a shorter lifetime and thus a reduced wafer
throughput [89]. Two different processes are responsible for the contamination of Mo/Si
multilayer mirrors under EUV radiation. There is a contamination because mainly of
the hydrocarbons and water molecules present in the vacuum system, which results in an
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oxidation and a carbon growth on the top-layer of the mirror, but also a contamination
coming from the source (debris, high-energy ions), which can remove a few layers of the
multilayer stack or erode it.

2.3.1 Degradation of the condenser optics

Contrary to the imaging optics, the condenser optics are directly exposed to the source
and therefore to all particles coming from the source. Those so-called debris induce a
degradation of the optical properties of the multilayer mirrors but also a modification of
their structure upon erosion because of both debris and high-energy ions bombardment.

The measurement of erosion rates of different materials (gold, molybdenum and silicon)
deposited on quartz crystal thickness monitors gives an equivalent condenser erosion
rate of about 1.4 bilayers per million source pulses under irradiation with a LPP source
(liquid-xenon-jet target) [90]. Samples are positioned 110 mm from the source with an
angle of 51◦ from the laser illumination axis and the fast ion flux (with kinetic energies
of tens of keV in the case of xenon) is sufficient to be a strongly erosive agent.

Such a phenomenon leads to a reduction of the number of layers in a Mo/Si multilayer
mirror designed for EUVL. A collector optic used in the Engineering Test Stand (ETS)
[91] and exposed facing the plasma of a Xe-LPP source [92] to half a billion shots presents
a relative reflection loss ∆R/R ≈ -20 %, which corresponds to a lost of about 15 bilayers.
Replacing the real mirror by a 10 periods sample and analyzing it by Auger Electron
Spectroscopy (AES), it shows an erosion of 1 bilayer per 15 million pulses [93].

Neither macroscopic mechanical abrasion by micro-sized xenon crystallites, nor chemical
reactions, nor thermal evaporation is responsible for the erosion of condenser optics [94].
Time-of-flight Faraday cup measurements show the emission of high energy Xe ions from
the Xe-filament jet plasma. Thus a xenon-surface kinetic sputtering by fast ions is the
predominant erosion mechanism that alters the condenser optics. The exposition of
different materials facing the plasma of a LPP source (Xe-filament) with a distance of
127 mm causes the following erosion rates introduced in Tab. 2.3 [94].

Table 2.3: Erosion rates for different materials exposed to Xe-LPP source [94]
Material Erosion rate
Gold 99 nm/106 shots
Molybdenum 26 nm/106 shots
Silicon 19 nm/106 shots
Carbon 6 nm/106 shots
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2.3.2 Contamination of the imaging optics

Whereas only the condenser optics are affected by the erosion and re-sputtering effects, all
optics present in the EUVL stepper are degraded by the classical contamination processes
induced by the EUV light: The oxidation and the carbonization of the top-layers of
the multilayer mirrors. The phenomenon of oxidation is mainly due to adsorbed water
molecules present in the vacuum system on the silicon surface. Once multilayer mirrors
become irradiated with photons but also with electrons or ions, a strong enhancement of
the silicon oxidation appears. The water molecules dissociate under secondary electrons,
produced by the interaction between the EUV radiation and the multilayer material,
into oxygen and hydrogen atoms, which diffuse into the silicon top-layer in order to form
silicon oxide SiO2 [95]:

Si + H2O
EUV→ SiO2 + H2 (2.13)

Similar to the mechanism of oxidation, a carbon contamination occurs because of the
photoelectrons emitted from the top surface. They induce the cracking of the hydrocar-
bon molecules adsorbed in the illuminated area and lead therefore to carbon growth on
top of the multilayer structure [96]:

CxHy
EUV→ C(s) + H2 + CH... (2.14)

The exposition of gold samples to synchrotron radiation under a pressure of 2×10−4 Pa
shows an initial fast growth rate of carbon and then a significantly slower rate (at least
ten times less): The hydrocarbons are first absorbed by the surface and then dissociated
by the secondary electrons (or photoelectrons) that are generated by the structure under
EUV radiation [97]. An oxidation rate of 0.015 nm/h and a carbon growth rate of
0.25 nm/h per mW/mm of radiation exist under EUV radiation from a synchrotron
source following the conditions expected for a EUVL wafer high-throughput (hydrocarbon
pressure of 10−7 Pa) [98].

Since photoelectrons are known to be responsible for the surface modification, contami-
nation issues of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors can be studied under irradiation by an electron
gun set-up. Mirrors irradiated with a power density of 5 mW/mm2 present a carbon
growth on top, which directly depends on the type of the hydrocarbon molecule and its
partial pressure (10−3–10−9 Pa). The growth kinetics reveals a strong dependence on the
irradiation time (linked to the radiation dose) with a fast growth at the beginning and
then a slower one. According to X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) analysis, the
structure of the contamination carbon layer consists of a nanocrystalline graphite-like
material with a density lower than the standard graphite one (ρ = 2.2 g/cm3). That
layer is also independent of the original hydrocarbon molecule [99].

Finally the carbon contamination of EUV multilayer mirrors not only reduces the through-
put of the EUVL stepper because of a loss of reflectivity, but also alters the phase
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structure of the reflected light that leads to a deformation of the figure of the optics
(aberrations, apodisation of the pupil) and thus affects the imaging performances [100].

2.3.3 Preventive methods: Capping layers and cleaning

In order to increase the lifetime of EUV multilayer mirrors for both condenser and imaging
optics, a capping layer can be deposited on top of the structure. That layer must consist
of a material which is resistant against oxidation, which can be smoothly deposited, which
is chemically inert with respect to the multilayer materials (no interdiffusion process) and
whose optical constants in the EUV spectral range do not lead to a drop of the peak
reflectivity at the wavelength of 13.5 nm [101].

One of the best material for capping layer applications appeared to be ruthenium, which
is more effective than silicon against EUV radiation [102]. Under a water pressure greater
than 10−5 Pa, a Ru-capping layer oxidizes into RuO2 when a Ru-capped multilayer mir-
ror is irradiated during four hours by synchrotron radiation (EUV power density of 16
mW/mm2). Nevertheless, contrary to the Si-capped multilayers, the molybdenum layers
of such samples are not oxidized even under a water pressure of 10−3 Pa [103]. The
efficiency of a Ru-capping layer also strongly depends on the crystalline microstructure
of the layer that plays a crucial role in the oxidation resistance. A capping layer with
randomly oriented grains is less resistant than one with a textured structure [104]. Mul-
tilayer mirrors with a new capping layer system consisting of a Ru on B4C layer and a
reflectivity of about 69.6 % at the wavelength of 13.2 nm exhibit a lifetime forty times
longer than classical Si-capped mirrors [105].

Another possibility is to deposit a carbon capping layer. Although the initial reflectivity
is 0.3 % lower than the reflectivity of a Si-capped Mo/Si multilayer mirror, it remains
constant and stable over fifteen hours of continuous exposure [106]. Nevertheless the
carbon properties critically depend on the deposition and stabilization process and lead to
the formation of a stable oxidation resistant C + SiO2 layer under initial EUV radiation.
A carbon layer can also be deposited under ethanol atmosphere. The gas-phase is used
to mitigate the oxidation of the multilayer mirrors caused by the dissociation of adsorbed
water molecules. The introduction of ethanol into a water environment (partial pressure
of 2.7×10−3–2.7×10−5 Pa) inhibits the oxidation process. The ethanol first decomposes
onto the mirror surface providing carbon atoms that react with oxygen atoms before they
can oxidize the top-layer. Then the carbon atoms form a 0.5 nm thin graphitic layer that
prevents the water adsorption on the surface [107, 108].

The last and most perspective material that has been introduced as capping layer is
titanium dioxide TiO2 [109]. TiO2-capped multilayer mirrors present a normal incidence
reflectivity of about 67 % at the wavelength of 13.5 nm. After 42 hours of irradiation
by synchrotron radiation (EUV power density of 5 mW/mm2 under a water pressure of
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3×10−5 Pa), they show a drop of reflectivity of only -0.6 %, explained by the oxidation
of the silicon sub-layer in the design [Si/Mo]60+Si+TiO2 [110].

Contrary to the oxidation process that is irreversible, the carbon growth is reversible. The
induced contamination layer can be therefore cleaned. The exposition of Si-capped Mo/Si
multilayer mirrors with 10 nm of sputtered carbon on top to Radio-Frequency-O2 and
RF-H2 plasma discharges at different power (100, 200 and 300 W) shows the possibility
to remove the carbon layer [111]. RF-O2 exposure removes carbon six times faster than
RF-H2 for a given discharge power. However both methods induce degradations of the
optical properties of the multilayer mirrors. The exposition to RF-O2 leads for instance
to a surface oxidation [112].

Higher cleaning rates in comparison with RF-discharge cleaning can be achieved by the
use of atomic hydrogen, produced by the thermal dissociation of molecular hydrogen
using a hot filament. Si wafers with sputtered carbon on top present a removal rate of
about 6 nm/h while Mo/Si multilayer mirrors with EUV-induced carbon exhibit a rate
of 12 nm/h, which are sufficient for the use in EUVL steppers. Nevertheless that process
is more compatible with Ru-capped mirrors, which have an absolute reflectivity drop of
-0.6 % after 20 hours of exposition (-1.2 % for Si-capped multilayers) due to the oxidation
of the top-layer [113].

The use of molecular oxygen under EUV irradiation is another way to remove the EUV-
induced carbon contamination layer. Multilayer mirrors, first contaminated by carbon,
can be cleaned under molecular oxygen atmosphere (6.7×10−2 Pa) and EUV radiation
(power density of 1–3 mW/mm2) with a maximal removal rate of 6 nm/h. Such a method
can also prevent carbon deposition even in presence of a hydrocarbon source and depends
stronger on the oxygen pressure than on the EUV power. Nevertheless an oxide layer,
with a thickness increasing with the exposure time, the oxygen pressure and the EUV
power density, exists on top but the degree of oxidation does not lead to a large drop of
reflectivity [114].

2.4 Thermal stability

2.4.1 Thermal stability of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors

Classical Mo/Si multilayer mirrors designed for the wavelength of 13.5 nm are not stable
(decrease in period and reflectivity) at temperatures above 200◦C. They are thermody-
namic non-equilibrium systems that tend to degrade. The thermal degradation of that
system is directly linked to the formation of molybdenum silicide compounds at its in-
terfaces, which is due to the diffusion between the molybdenum and silicon layers [115].
Such modifications in the internal structure are shown in Fig. 2.6 [58]. Depending on
the annealing temperature, three different kinds of silicides can be observed inside the
Mo/Si structure. For temperatures below 400◦C, only pure Mo crystallites are evident.
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For a temperature range from 400 to 600◦C, three phases of silicides are found: Mo5Si3,
hexagonal MoSi2 and tetragonal MoSi2. The high temperature phase of Mo/Si multilayer
mirrors is only tetragonal MoSi2 [116, 117].

Figure 2.6: Cross-section TEM images of a Mo/Si multilayer as-deposited (left) and after
2 hours annealing at 400◦C (right) [58]

That diffusion process can be characterized by the calculation of the interdiffusion coef-
ficients based on the measure of the decay rate of the peak reflectivity of the multilayer
mirror during isothermal annealing [118]. For two materials A and B, the interdiffusion
coeffcient is defined as a weighted average of the two intrinsic diffusion coefficients DA

and DB [119]:

De = χB DA + χA DB (2.15)

where χA and χB are the molar fractions of A and B respectively. The decay of the
reflectivity is then related to the effective interdiffusion coefficient De by [120]:

De =
−H2

8π2

d

dτ

[
ln

R(τ)
R(0)

]
(2.16)

where H is the multilayer period thickness, τ the annealing time, R(0) the reflectivity of
the as-deposited state and R(τ) the reflectivity after annealing. Another main attribute
of that phenomenon is the activation energy Ea of the interdiffusion process that is linked
to the effective interdiffusion coefficient by [121]:

De = D0 exp
−Ea

kBT
(2.17)

where D0 is a preexponential coefficient which is temperature independent and kB the
Boltzmann constant (kB = 8.617×10−5 eV/K). Values of interdiffusion coefficients and
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activation energies calculated in different studies for Mo/Si multilayer mirrors after an-
nealing at 400◦C are reported in Tab. 2.4. It has to be noticed that the as-deposited
structure of the interlayer varies from an amorphous mixture to a β-MoSi2 structure,
while the molybdenum and silicon structures are either amorphous or crystalline. Such
differences may influence both values of the interdiffusion coefficients and activation en-
ergies [122].

Table 2.4: Interdiffusion coefficients and activation energies of the interdiffusion process
in Mo/Si multilayer mirrors at 400◦C

Reference Study De, m2/s Ea, eV
Cheng et al. [123] TEM 1×10−20 2.3
Holloway et al. [124] SAXS 7×10−19 2.0
Nakajima et al. [125] SAXS 1.9×10−24 1.1
Sloof et al. [126] SAXS 1.7×10−25 0.8
Stearns et al. [122] EUV 3×10−22 -

2.4.2 Multilayer mirrors with enhanced thermal stability

Two different methods have been developed in order to enhance the thermal stability of
Mo/Si multilayer mirrors. The first one is based on a phase and structure equilibrium of
the layers, a minimal specific energy of interfaces, high melting temperatures and a similar
thermal expandability of the multilayer materials at all investigated temperatures [127].
The thermodynamic equilibrium of two phases at their interfaces can be only achieved
if they are neighbors divided by a region of their own eutectic in the phase diagram of a
binary alloy system [128]. According to the phase diagram of the binary system Mo/Si
(Fig. 2.7) [129], a phase equilibrium between Mo and Si compounds is only possible if
they are neighbors in the following sequence [130]:

Mo−Mo3Si−Mo5Si3 −MoSi2 − Si (2.18)

The second method consists in a maximal increase of the activation energy of the diffusion
process: The higher the activation energy is, the lower the interdiffusion is between
the layers (Eq. 2.17). Therefore that phenomenon that happens in a non-equilibrium
system is shift to an higher temperature range. Multilayer mirrors with enhanced thermal
stability can be obtained by the selection of materials forming eutectics with high melting
temperatures [131], by doping impurities in the layers in order to stabilize the amorphous
structure [132] or by the insertion of very thin diffusion barriers between the molybdenum
and the silicon layers [133].

Different applications for the enhancement of the thermal stability of Mo/Si multilayer
mirrors thanks to the use of one of those two methods are presented in Tab. 2.5.
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Figure 2.7: Mo/Si binary phase diagram [129]

Table 2.5: Comparison of different multilayer systems in terms of thermal stability
Reference System Temperature range
Feigl et al. [134] Mo2C/Si ≤ 300◦C
Kondratenko et al. [130] MoSi2/Si ≤ 600◦C
Takenaka et al. [135] Mo/C/Si/C ≤ 500◦C
Wang et al. [136] Mo/SiO2 ≤ 400◦C

It has to be noticed that the degradation processes of the MoSi2/Si and Mo/C/Si/C
multilayer mirrors were only characterized by X-ray reflectivity (λ = 0.154 nm) making
difficult the prediction of the degradation of their optical properties in the EUV spectral
region.
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3 Samples deposition and
characterization methods

During all this work, samples were deposited, characterized and investigated by several
methods. Here is presented an overview of the main tools used in this aim.

3.1 Magnetron sputtering deposition

All samples were deposited by dc-magnetron sputtering (direct current), using an indus-
trial sputtering system MRC 903M from the firma Kenotec. A picture of this system is
introduced in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: MRC 903M sputter deposition system

During the sputtering process, gas ions out of a plasma are accelerated towards a target
consisting of the material that has to be deposited [137]. Each cathode can work un-
der two different regimes: dc-sputtering and rf-sputtering. In the dc-sputtering [138], a
negative potential up to some hundreds Volts is applied to the target. Argon ions are
consequently accelerated towards the target and set material free. A bias voltage can
also be applied to the substrate. It has the effect of accelerating ions towards the sub-
strate [139]. During the deposition, the substrate holder moves beyond the target and
the deposited film thickness scales to the inverse velocity of the movement. Magnetron
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sputtering technology ensures a good reproducibility of processes thanks to a high ac-
curacy deposition speed control. The main deposition parameters for the MRC 903M
sputtering system are presented in Tab. 3.1.

Table 3.1: Main deposition parameters
Magnetron size 120×360 mm2

Distance target-substrate 50 mm
Base pressure 10−5 Pa
Working pressure 10−1 Pa
Working gas Argon
Power on Mo 150 W
Power on Si 200 W
Bias 0–300 V

The principle of such a machine is based on a lateral translation of the substrate holder
under three rectangular magnetrons with a size of 120 mm × 360 mm, corresponding to
a sputter down process (the material is sputtered from the target down to the substrate).
The base pressure of the system is around 10−5 Pa and is achieved by a cryopump. The
deposition is performed under an argon atmosphere of 0.1 Pa.

3.2 X-ray reflectivity

Measurement of the X-ray reflectivity is the conventional method used for the characteri-
zation of EUV multilayer mirrors. All samples were measured by an X-ray diffractometer
D 5005 from the firma Bruker AXS (Fig. 3.2) at the wavelength λ = 0.154 nm (Cu-Kα
radiation) with a θ–2θ geometry. The X-ray tube FLCu-4KE was operated at a power
of 1.6 kW (40 kV/40 mA) for Small Angle X-ray Reflectivity (SAXR) measurements
with small grazing angles (θ ≤ 20 deg) and for Large Angle X-ray Diffraction (LAXD)
measurements (20 deg ≤ θ ≤ 60 deg). The X-ray reflection of multilayer mirrors pro-
vides information about the layer thickness, the layer density and the layer roughness
(interdiffusion and top-roughness) in the structure [140].

A wave can be totally reflected at the boundary between vacuum and another material
for grazing angles θ (θ = 90 - α, if α is the incidence angle) smaller than a critical angle
θc (grazing incidence angle at which a well-collimated beam of X-rays is no longer totally
reflected off the free surface, but starts penetrating into the sample). From the Fresnel
equations and the Snell´s law (ñ1sinα1 = ñ2sinα2), the critical angle for total external
reflection can be approximated by (β = 0 and δ « 1) [141]:

sin θc =
√

2δ (3.1)
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Figure 3.2: X-ray diffractometer D 5005

In the case of multilayer systems, Bragg peaks are obtained from the interference of the
waves reflected at each interface. The period thickness of the multilayer can be calculated
from their frequencies with the Eq. 2.9 and 3.1 [142]:

2d
√

sin2θm − sin2θc = mλ (3.2)

where θm is the grazing angle corresponding to the mth maximum and θc the critical angle
for total external reflection. Using an X-ray tube, the relative wavelength separation
(λKα1 - λKα2)/λKα is comparable to the relative angular resolution ∆θ/θ ≈ 0.001 of the
reflectometer [143]. The relative uncertainty on the layer thickness can be determined:

∆d

d
=

∆θ

θ
+

∆λ

λ
≈ 0.002 (3.3)

From the critical angle for total external reflection θc, the thin film electron density can
be determined and then the material density [144]. θc practically approximately equals
to the grazing angle corresponding to a reflection of half of the total reflection. Since
critical angles are in a range from 0.2 to 0.5 deg, the following approximation can be
made: sinθc ≈ θc. Neglecting the absorption and with the Eq. 2.3 and 3.1, the material
density of a layer can be calculted from the critical angle θc:

θc ≈
√

2δ = λ

√
Natr0f1

π
= λ

√
6.02× 1023ρr0f1

πA
(3.4)

where A is the relative atomic mass. From the Eq. 3.4 the relative uncertainty on the
layer density can be calculated:

∆ρ

ρ
= 2

(
∆λ

λ
+

∆θc

θc

)
≈ 0.02 (3.5)
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Roughness on top of the samples, at each interface and interdiffusion processes in the
structure lead to a drop of reflectivity of the Bragg peaks, following the behavior described
by the Eq. 2.12. All X-ray reflection measurements were fitted using the commercial
software REFSIM [145].

3.3 EUV reflectivity

The measurements of the EUV reflectivity were performed at the PTB reflectometer [146]
at BESSY II in Berlin. Reflectometry, especially the measurement of the reflectivity of
Mo/Si multilayer mirrors for EUVL, is a major activity at the beamline [147]. Mirrors
were measured in the wavelength range from 12.5 to 14.5 nm at the beamline SX700
(using a plane grating monochromator) [148] with a wavelength resolution of about 0.02
nm (0.15 eV). The incidence angle of the beam was fixed at 1.5 deg and the beam spot
had a diameter of about 1.5 mm on the sample surface. The reflectivity was calculated
as following:

R =
2I2

I1 + I3
(3.6)

where I1 and I3 are the direct intensities measured before and after the measurement of
the reflected beam I2. A relative uncertainty of 0.1 % is achieved for the peak spectral
reflectivity of a mirror in the EUV spectral region. Different factors contribute to this
uncertainty: the stability of the normalized intensity (0.02 %), the inhomogeneity of the
detector (0.04 %), the higher diffraction orders (0.02 %) and the diffuse scattered light
(0.08 %) [149].

3.4 Atomic force microscopy

The surface microtopography of all samples was determined using a commercial Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM) from the firma Digital Instruments/Veeco (DimensionTM 3100).
The AFM was developed to exploit contact and non-contact forces for imaging surface
topology on an atomic scale [150]. It is based on a surface screening with a very thin
tip (radius of a few nanometers) linked to a cantilever. As the tip is repelled by or
attracted to the surface, the cantilever beam deflects. The magnitude of the deflection is
captured by a laser that reflects at an oblique angle from the very end of the cantilever
to a photodiode detector. A plot of the laser deflection versus tip position on the sample
surface provides the resolution of the hills and valleys that constitute the topography of
the surface [151]. In order to overcome all sample degradations due to tip-sample related
difficulties, all measurements were performed with the TappingModeTM technique [152].
This method has indeed the main asset to achieve high resolution without inducing
destructive frictional forces [153]. Its principle is shown in Fig. 3.3: The cantilever
oscillates near its resonant frequency (around 300 kHz) and the oscillation amplitude
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(typically from 10 to 100 nm) is reduced as soon as the tip and the sample surface are
in contact. The oscillation amplitude scales then proportionally to the average distance
between the probe and the sample [154].

Figure 3.3: Principle of the atomic force microscopy

The spatial frequencies used during AFM investigations depend on the scan area L and
the distance between two measured points ∆L. According to the sampling theorem, the
range of the measurable spatial frequencies f is defined by:

1
L
≤ f ≤ 1

2∆L
(3.7)

The quantative analysis of the surface roughness of investigated mirrors has been per-
formed over a scan area of 1×1 µm2 with a resolution of 512×512 data points. The
corresponding spatial frequency range is then: 1 µm−1 ≤ f ≤ 250 µm−1. The lateral
resolution (maximal spatial frequency that can be measured) also depends on both the
probe radius and the surface features. Assuming that the surface profile can be described
by a simple sinusoidal wave (amplitude a), it is accurately represented by a tip with a
radius r if [155]:

f0 =
1

2π
√

ar
(3.8)

For the investigation of EUV multilayer mirrors by AFM, typical surfaces have a maximal
amplitude a ≈ 1 nm and an ultrasharp silicon probe of 10 nm radius is used [156]. The
maximal spatial frequency that can be investigated is therefore f0 = 50 µm−1.

3.5 Transmission electron microscopy

Cross-sectional images of EUV multilayer mirrors have been obtained by Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). All samples were investigated with a microscope JEOL-
JEM 3010 operated at 300 kV. The point-to-point resolution is about 0.2 nm for classical
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bright and dark field pictures. To observe smaller features High-Resolution Transmission
Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) has been used (sub-angstrom resolution) [157]. TEM is
an imaging technique whereby a beam of electrons is focused onto a specimen causing an
enlarged version. Highly exited electrons, which are produced using a cathode ray tube
or a filament in a vacuum, are accelerated towards the sample by creating a potential
difference. Magnets and metal apertures are used in order to focus this steam of electrons
into a monochromatic beam, which collides with the specimen and interacts depending
on the density and the charge of the material [158]. TEM images provide structural
information on the atomic scale from multilayer mirrors: The degree of crystallinity and
the crystal orientation within the layers can be determined from the electron diffraction
[159].

These interactions between the electrons and the matter are nevertheless greatly affected
by the sample preparation. Any contamination (implantation of atoms, precipitation of
particles) of the sample influences the observed image. For the investigation of EUV mul-
tilayer mirrors, samples were prepared by Broad Ion Beam (BIB) [160]. Cross-sectional
discs of 2–3 mm in diameter are first mounted face-to-face, then mechanically polished
down to a thickness of about 10 µm and finally thinned by low energy BIB milling.
Typical BIBs use an argon beam with an accelerating voltage first of 8 kV to achieve a
sample thickness of a few tens of nanometers (rough milling) and then of 3 kV to keep
the thickness of the amorphous top-layer as thin as possible (fine milling). To avoid any
degradation of the samples during the preparation, they are thinned under a small beam
glancing angle [161].

3.6 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) investigations were performed at Jenoptik L.O.S.
[162] in Jena with the following parameters (Tab.3.2):

Table 3.2: Main characteristics of XPS investigations
Detectable elements Z ≥ 2
Typical detection limit 5 × 10−1 at %
Typical information depth 5–10 nm
Lateral resolution 1 mm

XPS is based on the photoelectric effect outlined by Einstein in 1905 [163], where the
concept of the photon was used to describe the ejection of electrons from a surface when
photons impinge upon it. It has two major properties: The quantitative analysis and
information on the chemical nature and the state of the detected elements (binding energy
variations of photo-ionized atoms depend on their chemical environment). By absorbing
a photon, an atom receives an energy equals to hν (photon energy). In order to come
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back to its original stable state, it then releases an electron containing all the energy
of the striking photon, that escapes from the atom and even from the matter due to
its kinetic energy. For XPS investigations, striking photons have an energy of 1486.6
eV (emitted from an aluminium source). The energy of the photoelectrons leaving the
sample is determined using a concentric hemispherical analyzer, that consists of two
metal hemispheres (one concave and one convex), arranged such that their centers of
curvature are coincident. Different voltages are then placed on each hemisphere to create
an electric field in between and the electrons, injected into the gap and running very
fast, impinge on the outer hemisphere, while the slow ones are attracted to the inner
hemisphere. Therefore only electrons in a narrow energy range succeed in getting all the
way round the hemispheres to the detector, which results in a spectrum with a series of
photoelectron peaks (the binding energies of the peaks are characteristic of each element)
[164]. The peak areas can be used to determine the composition of the materials surface:
The spectrum of photoelectron peaks is evaluated by integration of the photoelectron
peaks and the chemical composition is extracted from the peak intensities (assuming
an homogeneous mixing). For Mo/Si multilayer mirrors the Si2p- and Mo3d-peaks are
fitted by gaussian distributions with variable full width at half maximum values and the
binding energies of the chemical bonds are then extracted [165]. As the shape of each
peak and the binding energy is slightly altered by the chemical state of the emitting
atom, that also provides information about the chemical bonding. XPS analyses must
be carried out in Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) conditions, otherwise molecules in the air
land onto the surface and change its properties.

3.7 Annealing of multilayer mirrors

For the investigation of the thermal stability of different Si-based multilayer mirrors, the
samples were annealed in an industrial high vacuum oven from the firma MUT (Oven
HVO 400), evacuated to 10−3 Pa. The temperature was measured by a Pt-thermocouple
directly on the sample holder (four additional places like the bottom or the top of the
oven can also be monitored). The heating rate was fixed at 10 K/min and the whole
process (heating, annealing and cooling) was performed under vacuum. The evolution of
the temperature during the experiment was also monitored as introduced in Fig. 3.4 (100
hours annealing at 500◦C). The zoom shows that the temperature homogeneity is +/-
5◦C: The temperature measured on the sample plate corresponding to the yellow curve
is ranged between 495 and 505◦C while the target is 500◦C. During the experiments,
annealings in a temperature range from 250 to 650◦C were performed.
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Figure 3.4: Temperature monitoring for 100 hours annealing at 500◦C

3.8 Irradiation of multilayer mirrors

For the investigation of the radiation stability, the samples were irradiated with a Xe-gas
discharge source (hollow-cathode Z-pinch plasma geometry, Fig. 3.5), pulsed at 50 Hz
(pulse duration of about 100 ns) with a pulse energy of about 0.5 mJ/sr at the wavelength
λ = 13.5 nm (± 2 %) [166]. The tests were carried out in an un-baked vacuum chamber
at a working pressure of about 0.2 Pa (base pressure of 2×10−3 Pa). The typical Xenon
EUV emission spectrum is also presented in Fig. 3.5 [167].

Figure 3.5: Xe-gas discharge source (left) and typical Xenon EUV emission spectrum
(right)

Samples were placed 140 mm in front of the plasma and were exposed under a solid
angle of about 0.03 sr. According to the source technical data, one hour of irradiation
corresponds to 180,000 pulses and to a total EUV-dose of 2.9 J. In order to investigate
the radiation stability of the collector mirror, samples were first irradiated without any
mitigation system (and therefore exposed to all debris coming from the source). A Zr
filter, that mitigates the impact of the out-of-band radiation in the UV, visible and IR
spectral ranges, partially protects the optics from the debris coming from the radiation
source and serves as a barrier for EUV absorbing gasses [168], was then introduced in the
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irradiation chamber between the plasma and the sample for the investigations on imaging
optics. They consisted of 200 nm of zirconium mounted on nickel mesh and must have
highest possible transmittance at 13.5 nm. The theoretical transmittance of such a filter
is introduced in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Theoretical transmittance of a 200 nm thick Zr filter

The introduction of such a filter leads of course to a reduction of the EUV-dose because
of the absorption of one part of the light. Assuming an average transmission of 50 %
for the different filters used during the experiments, the EUV-doses corresponding to the
different investigated irradiation conditions are summarized in Tab.3.3:

Table 3.3: EUV-doses corresponding to the different irradiation conditions
Irradiation time EUV-dose without Zr-filter EUV-dose with Zr-filter
1 h ≈ 5 mJ/mm2 ≈ 2.5 mJ/mm2

2 h ≈ 10 mJ/mm2 ≈ 5 mJ/mm2

4 h ≈ 20 mJ/mm2 ≈ 10 mJ/mm2

8 h ≈ 40 mJ/mm2 ≈ 20 mJ/mm2

16 h ≈ 80 mJ/mm2 ≈ 40 mJ/mm2
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4 Results

4.1 Growth, structure and optical properties of Mo/Si
multilayer mirrors

All investigations about the radiation and thermal stability of EUV multilayer mirrors
(part 3.7 and 3.8) were performed on Si-based mirrors. Classical Mo/Si multilayer mir-
rors, designed for application in EUVL, were chosen as the reference for the comparison
of both the radiation and the thermal stability performances. They consisted of 60 bi-
layers (one Si layer and one Mo layer) and were deposited by dc-magnetron sputtering
onto monocrystalline (100) silicon substrates (part 3.1).

4.1.1 Calculated optical properties of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors

The maximal theoretical normal incidence reflectivity for Mo/Si multilayer mirrors de-
signed for the wavelength λ = 13.5 nm and with a total number of periods N is introduced
in Fig. 4.1. All calculations have been performed with the software FilmWizard [169]
assuming ideal multilayer structures (no interface-roughness and no imperfection at the
interfaces) and the layer thicknesses have been optimized for each number of period N.
A top-layer of two nanometers of silicon oxide (SiO2) has also been included into the
multilayer design in order to represent the natural oxidation of the silicon top-layer in
air. The optical constants of the materials used in the calculations are derived from the
scattering factors of Henke [10, 11]. They have been calculated with the density of the
bulk materials (ρSi = 2.33 g/cm3, ρMo = 10.22 g/cm3 and ρSiO2 = 2.55 g/cm3). The-
oretical optical and design parameters of ideal Mo/Si multilayer mirrors with different
number of periods N are summarized in Tab. 4.1.

Table 4.1: Optical and design parameters of Mo/Si mirrors designed for λ = 13.5 nm
with different number of periods N

N 40 60 80
Reflectivity, % 72.7 73.6 73.7
FWHM, nm 0.63 0.57 0.56
Thickness ratio Γ 0.57 0.55 0.55

According to the previous theoretical calculations, there is no more increase in the re-
flectivity with increasing the number of bilayers from N = 60 to 80. Because of the
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Figure 4.1: Theoretical optical performances of Mo/Si mirrors designed for λ = 13.5 nm

absorption of the materials, the penetration depth of the light is limited to a few hun-
dreds of nanometers and a greater number of periods (N ≥ 60) does not induce a gain of
reflectivity. The optimal Mo/Si multilayer mirrors have therefore the following design:
[4.21 nm Si / 2.69 nm Mo]60 + 3.50 nm Si. Theoretical calculations performed by Singh
et al. [69, 85] demonstrates the same level of reflectivity for Mo/Si multilayer mirrors
designed for the wavelength λ = 13.5 nm.

4.1.2 Characterization of as-deposited Mo/Si multilayer mirrors

The main characteristics of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors (such as the period H, the layer
ticknesses and the interface-roughnesses) can be extracted from the simulation of the
X-ray reflectivity measurement curves with the commercial software REFSIM [145]. In
order to achieve the best fit as possible of the measured curves, the choose of a correct
design model is very important. As-deposited Mo/Si multilayer mirrors can be first
described as a stack of 60 bilayers consisting of successive Mo- and Si-layers and a Si-top-
layer oxidized in the air. That two-layer model only describes the theoretical structure of
Mo/Si multilayer mirrors. To be closer to the real sructure, a four-layer model can also be
applied, taking into account the formation of intermixing zones due to the interdiffusion
between the Mo- and the Si-layers (part 2.2.2). The comparison between the fits achieved
with both designs is presented in Fig. 4.2.

The large number of Bragg peaks (more than ten) is a piece of evidence of the good geo-
metric quality of the multilayer stucture (sharp interfaces). The narrow and symmetrical
peaks also indicate a constant thickness of the layers in depth in the multilayer structure.
The disagreement in peak intensity between the measured and the fitting curves can be
explained by a small thickness variation (less than 1%) inside the multilayer structure,
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Figure 4.2: Measured and fitting SAXR curves of an as-deposited Mo/Si multilayer mirror
achieved with a two-layer model (left) and with a four-layer model (right)

that cannot be included into the fitting model. Results achieved with the four-layer
design exhibit a multilayer period H = 6.89 nm with a top-roughness of 0.30 nm. A
silicon oxide layer (SiO2) with a thickness of 1.90 nm has also been found on the top
of the mirror, corresponding to the native oxidation of the silicon top-layer. Because of
the presence of the intermixing zones, it is impossible to define and then to quantify the
thickness ratio Γ of the multilayer structure. That could only be applied in the case of a
two-layer model. Furthermore two different silicides depending on the interface resulted
from that fitting process. At the Mo-on-Si interface, the MoxSiy-layer has a thickness
t = 1.27 nm and a density of 5.95 g/cm3, while a thickness t = 0.49 nm and a den-
sity ρ = 5.81 g/cm3 have been calculated at the Si-on-Mo interface. This asymmetry
of the two different interfaces in Mo/Si multilayer mirrors was already demonstrated by
many authors [81, 170]. According to the Mo/Si binary phase diagram (Fig. 2.7), three
different silicides can be formed at a Mo-Si interface: Mo3Si, Mo5Si3 and MoSi2. The
theoretical bulk densities of those silicides are respectively: ρMo3Si = 8.97 g/cm3, ρMo5Si3

= 8.24 g/cm3 and ρMoSi2 = 6.24 g/cm3. The intermixing zone have therefore a phase
composition close to MoSi2, as already shown in many works [124, 122].

According to the simulation results achieved with the two-layer model, the actual thick-
ness ratio Γ (Γ = tMo/H) is 0.44 and the period H of this sample 6.89 nm. An additional
interface-roughness in the range of 0.2–0.3 nm has been found between each layer and
mirrors have a top-roughness σ = 0.34 nm. Although that two-layer model does not
fit the measured curve as well as the four-layer model, the results extracted from these
both methods are comparatively close for the main parameters of the multilayer mirrors:
multilayer period, top-roughness, nature and thickness of the oxide top-layer. Finally,
Si-layers have a density of 2.33 g/cm3, that is equal to the density of the bulk mate-
rial, and Mo-layers a density of 9.95 g/cm3, whereas the molybdenum density is 10.22
g/cm3. As-deposited Mo/Si multilayers consisted of amorphous Si- and polycrystalline
Mo-layers as shown by the LAXD measurement in the Fig. 4.3. The broad peak at
20.35 deg (lattice spacing a = 0.222 nm) results of the reflection of the [110] plane of the
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body-centered cubic Mo modification (bcc-Mo). The quantative analysis of the surface
roughness of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors, performed by AFM, exhibited a rms-roughness
of σ = 0.14 nm (Fig. 4.3). This value is close to the one extracted from the SAXR
simulation (σ ≈ 0.30 nm) and to the one of the used Si subtrates (σ = 0.20 nm).

Figure 4.3: LAXD curve (left) and surface morphology (σ = 0.14 nm, right) of an as-
deposited Mo/Si multilayer mirror

The optimization of the multilayer design and the deposition parameters results in a
peak reflectivity of R = 68.2 % at the wavelength λ = 13.44 nm (FWHM = 0.50 nm).
The fit achieved with the software IMD [171] shows a multilayer period H = 6.90 nm, a
thickness ratio Γ = 0.40 and a natural 2 nm thick SiO2-layer on top. The fit has been
performed with the densities of the bulk materials. Both measured and fitting curves
are introduced in Fig. 4.4. The fitting parameters shows a good agreement with the
results of the SAXR simulation (Fig. 4.2). For this calculation, a two-layer model has
been used and the intermixing zones have been incorporated in the quantification of the
interface-roughness. The resulting top-roughness σ = 0.30 nm is in the range of the ones
measured by AFM (Fig. 4.3) and SAXR (Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.4: Measured and fitting EUV reflectivity curves of an as-deposited Mo/Si mul-
tilayer mirror (H = 6.90 nm)
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4.2 Radiation stability of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors

The stability of Mo/Si-based multilayer mirrors under EUV radiation has been investi-
gated with a Xe-gas discharge source for both collector mirrors (direct exposition to the
source) and imaging optics (protection of the mirrors with a Zr-filter). Potential capping
layer solutions for the improvement of the radiation stability of such optics have been
developed.

4.2.1 Radiation stability of collector optics

The first tests on radiation stability of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors were performed in the
case of optics used as collector mirrors for EUVL. The mirrors (Si-capped Mo/Si mul-
tilayers) were placed at 140 mm from the source and irradiated without any mitigation
system (no Zr-filter) under normal incidence with the following EUV-doses: D = 5, 10,
20 and 40 mJ/mm2 (part 3.8). The evolution of the EUV properties of such mirrors is
introduced in Fig. 4.5. Optimized as-deposited Mo/Si multilayers present a peak reflec-
tivity R = 68.4 % at the wavelength λ = 13.44 nm. The irradiation with an EUV-dose D
= 40 mJ/mm2 induces a drop of reflectivity of -18.4 % (R = 50.0 % at λ = 13.44 nm). As
there is no modification of the shape of the peak reflectivity (the FWHM remains stable
after irradiation), the degradation processes only happen on the top of the multilayer
mirrors.

Figure 4.5: Evolution of the EUV properties of Si-capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors after
irradiations with doses up to 40 mJ/mm2

The comparison of the SAXR curves (Fig. 4.6) for Si-capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors
measured in as-deposited state and after each irradiation shows no modification in the
position of the Bragg peaks, but only changes in the valleys between the peaks. There
is therefore no change of the multilayer period thickness and all changes occur in the
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first top-layers (modification of the top structure) as already demonstrated with the
analysis of the EUV reflectivity curves. That phenomena of surface modification of Mo/Si
multilayer mirrors under different EUV irradiation conditions has been already found by
many authors [95, 97, 93]. The simulation of the first Bragg peaks (up to a grazing angle
of two degrees) is also presented in Fig. 4.6. It corresponds to the part of the curve,
that is the most dependent on the surface effects, and therefore provides information
about the modification of the top-layers. The results of the simulation achieved after an
irradiation EUV-dose D = 40 mJ/mm2 shows a full oxidation of the first silicon layers
and a partial oxidation of the molybdenum sub-layer. A development of roughness on top
of the mirrors has also been found from 0.3 to 0.6 nm with the formation of a SiO2-layer
on top of the multilayer structure.

Figure 4.6: Comparison of the SAXR curves for Si-capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors as-
deposited and irradiated with doses up to 40 mJ/mm2 (left) and simulation
of the first Bragg peaks (right)

Such a development of the top-roughness has been also found with AFM investigations
(Fig. 4.7) from 0.14 nm for the as-deposited state to 0.49 for the mirrors irradiated
with an EUV-dose D = 40 mJ/mm2. That is close to the roughness determined by the
simulation of the SAXR measurements, where σ = 0.60 nm with the maximal EUV-dose
(Fig. 4.6).

In order to investigate that EUV-induced modification on top, XPS studies have been
performed. The evolution of the XPS spectra of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors between the
as-deposited state and after irradiation (D = 40 mJ/mm2) for the O1-, C1, Mo3d- and
Si2p-peaks is introduced in Fig. 4.8. The variation of the peak intensity, found for the
O1- and C1-peaks, corresponds to changes in the oxygen and carbon concentrations in
the top-layers. The modifications of the peak shape (peak intensity, peak position) in
the case of the Si2p- and Mo3d-peaks also demonstrate changes in the binding states of
each compound, like those induce by the oxidation of a material.

The fit of those spectra shows a total oxidation of the Si-top-layer and a partial oxidation
of the Mo-sub-layer after irradiation with an EUV-dose of 40 mJ/mm2 (Tab. 4.2 and 4.3).
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of the surface morphology of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors after irra-
diation: D = 10 mJ/mm2 (σ = 0.24 nm, left), D = 40 mJ/mm2 (σ = 0.49
nm, right)

Figure 4.8: Evolution of the XPS spectra of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors after irradiation
with D = 10 mJ/mm2: O1s-peak (upper left), C1s-peak (upper right), Mo3d-
peak (lower left) and Si2p-peak (lower right)

In the as-deposited state, only on third of the silicon is oxidized (SiOx) and the whole
molybdenum is in metal state. After irradiation, the whole silicon is oxidized and only
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one quarter of the molybdenum remains in metal state. That increase in the oxidation
level of the top-layers has two main impacts on the reflectivity of the irradiated multilayer
mirrors. The presence of more oxygen atoms firts leads to an increase of the absorption
of the light by the oxidized layers. The oxidation of the Si and Mo top-layers also causes
changes of the ticknesses of the top-layers (the oxidation process is accompanied by a
variation of volume).

Table 4.2: Chemical composition of the sample surface, at %
State C O Si Mo Xe Ar
As-deposited 22.2 40.3 34.7 2.2 0.1 0.6
Irradiated 12.1 56.6 28.2 2.2 0.3 0.6

Table 4.3: Result of the fit of the Si2p- and Mo3d-Peaks, %
State Si SiOx Mo MoOx

As-deposited 63.6 36.4 100 0
Irradiated 0 100 22.8 77.2

Considering one-dimensional volume changes in the Mo/Si multilayer mirrors upon ox-
idation of the top-layers, the full oxidation of the Si-top-layer induces an increase in
the thickness of the Si-based layer (the Mo-based layer as well becomes thicker through
the oxidation of the Mo-sub-layer). Assuming that the molar volumes of Si and SiO2

are respectively VSi = 12.1 cm3/mol and VSiO2 = 23.6 cm3/mol, the thickness of the
SiO2-layer obtained after the total oxidation of the Si-layer is:

tSiO2 =
VSiO2

VSi
tSi ≈ 1.95 tSi (4.1)

The same calculation for the Mo-sub-layer (VMo = 9.4 cm3/mol and VMoO2 = 19.7
cm3/mol) leads to the relationship:

tMoO2 =
VMoO2

VMo
tMo ≈ 2.1 tMo (4.2)

According to the previous result, a model for the degradation process of the Mo/Si
multilayer mirrors under EUV radiation can be suggested (Fig. 4.9). As shown in the
part 4.1, a natural oxidation of the silicon top-layer happens after the deposition of the
mirrors. That layer has a thickness of about 2 nm. After irradiation of the mirrors with
an EUV-dose of 40 mJ/mm2, a full oxidation of the silicon top-layer and an oxidation
of three quarters of the molybdenum sub-layer were found. Upon oxidation of the top-
layers, the total thickness of the last two layers increases by a factor two (Eq. 4.1, 4.2).
It has to be noted that Fig. 4.9 shows the application of that model for a maximal EUV-
dose of 40 mJ/mm2. A greater dose should induce a more important oxidation process,
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not only limited to the first two layers and leading to the oxidation of a few additional
layers and therefore to a bigger drop of reflectivity.

Figure 4.9: Model of degradation of the Mo/Si multilayer mirrors under EUV radiation

That model has been also used to fit the EUV reflectivity curve measured after the ir-
radiation with D = 40 mJ/mm2. It was obtained with the software IMD (Fig. 4.10).
The fitting results show a good agreement with the model previously proposed, demon-
strating an oxidation of the first two layers of the structure (total oxidation of the silicon
layer and partial oxidation for the molybdenum layer). It also exhibits an increase in
the top-roughness up to 0.50 nm, that has been found with the AFM investigations (Fig.
4.7) and the SAXR measurements as well (Fig. 4.6).

Figure 4.10: Measured and fitting EUV reflectivity curves of a Si-capped Mo/Si multi-
layer mirror irradiated with D = 40 mJ/mm2
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4.2.2 Radiation stability of imaging optics

Additional tests on radiation stability of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors were performed in the
case of mirrors used as imaging optics for EUVL. The mirrors (Mo/Si multilayers with
different capping layers) were placed at 140 mm from the source and irradiated with a
Zr-filter between the source and the sample under normal incidence with the EUV-dose
D = 40 mJ/mm2. The evolution of the EUV properties of Si-capped Mo/Si multilayer
mirrors is introduced in Fig. 4.11. Optimized as-deposited Si-capped Mo/Si multilayers
presents a peak reflectivity R = 68.0 % at the wavelength λ = 13.52 nm. Irradiation
with an EUV-dose D = 40 mJ/mm2 induces a drop of reflectivity of -1.0 % (R = 67.0
% at λ = 13.52 nm). The introduction of the Zr-filter therefore considerably reduces the
degradation of such mirrors under EUV radiation. According to the AFM investigations,
no changes in the top-roughness were found after irradiation.

Figure 4.11: Evolution of the EUV properties of Si-capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors ir-
radiated with D = 40 mJ/mm2

The drop of reflectivity of -1 % after irradiation of Si-capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors
(D = 40 mJ/mm2) is due to the partial oxidation of the silicon top-layer, as shown
by the XPS investigations. As no changes in the top-roughness were found with AFM
investigations, it is possible to fit the EUV reflectivity curves before and after radiation
with the sofware FilmWizard. Results of the simulation are presented in Fig. 4.12. They
show an oxidation of the silicon top-layer and therefore an increase in the thickness of
the SiO2-top-layer from 2 nm (as-deposited state) to 3.5 nm (after irradiation). The
corresponding reduction of the thickness of the Si-layer is in agreement with the ratio
previously calculated (Eq. 4.1).

In order to enhance the radiation stability of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors designed for
EUVL, different capping layer materials have been investigated as alternative to silicon.
Such materials have to be resistant against oxidation, smoothly deposited and chemically
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Figure 4.12: Measured and fitting EUV reflectivity curves of Si-capped Mo/Si multilayer
mirrors in as-deposited state (left) and irradiated with D = 40 mJ/mm2

(right)

inert with respect to the multilayer materials (no interdiffusion process). Furthermore
their optical constants in the EUV spectral range should not lead to a drop of the peak
reflectivity at the wavelength of 13.5 nm (part 2.3). The performances of Ru-, RuO2- and
TiO2-capped multilayer mirrors have been compared in terms of reflectivity and stability
against EUV radiation. The evolution of the EUV properties of Ru- and RuO2-capped
Mo/Si multilayer mirrors is shown in Fig. 4.13. Optimized as-deposited Ru-capped
Mo/Si multilayers present a peak reflectivity R = 66.3 % at the wavelength λ = 13.52
nm. Irradiation with an EUV-dose D = 40 mJ/mm2 induces a drop of reflectivity of -3.0
% (R = 63.3 % at λ = 13.52 nm). XPS investigations exhibit an oxidation of the silicon
sub-layer in the capping layer system Si+Ru: 75 % of the silicon is oxidized (SiO2) after
irradiation with D = 40 mJ/mm2. That process is responsible for the loss of reflectivity
and was already found by Bajt et al. [101] to explain the degradation of the optical
performances of Ru-capped multilayer mirrors exposed to EUV radiation. An additional
oxidation of the Ru-cappping layer should be expected, but since the binding energy
of the Ru3d-peak obtained after XPS investigations is typical for both Ru and RuO2,
it is impossible to determine the level of oxidation of the Ru-layer. The concentration
of higher binding states as RuO4 is less than 1 %. As-deposited RuO2-capped Mo/Si
multilayers present a peak reflectivity R = 66.7 % at the wavelength λ = 13.32 nm.
Irradiation with an EUV-dose D = 40 mJ/mm2 causes a drop of reflectivity of -0.8 % (R
= 65.9 % at λ = 13.32 nm). Irradiations performed on such RuO2-capped Mo/Si mirrors
with synchrotron radiation [110] show no degradation at all with a dose of about 720
J/mm2. According to XPS investigations, the loss of reflectivity found after irradiation
is explained by the partial oxidation of the silicon sub-layer in the capping layer system
Si+RuO2.

According to the previous results, a model for the degradation process of the RuO2-
capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors under EUV radiation can be developed (Fig. 4.14).
The unstability of such mirrors is due to the oxidation of the silicon sub-layer. It first
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Figure 4.13: Evolution of the EUV properties of Ru-capped (left) and RuO2-capped
(right) Mo/Si multilayer mirrors irradiated with D = 40 mJ/mm2

occurs during the deposition process, where the silicon layer little oxidizes to form a
SiO2-layer between the Si- and RuO2-layers. During the irradiation of the mirrors with
an EUV-dose of 40 mJ/mm2, that SiO2-layer gets thicker through the further oxidation
of the silicon sub-layer. It has to be noted that Fig. 4.14 illustrates the application of
that model for a maximal EUV-dose of 40 mJ/mm2. A greater dose should induce a
more important oxidation process, not only limited to the silicon sub-layer and leading
to the oxidation of the next layers in the multilayer structure.

Figure 4.14: Model of degradation of the RuO2-capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors under
EUV radiation

As no changes in the top-roughness were found with AFM investigations, it is possible to
fit the EUV reflectivity curves before and after radiation with the sofware FilmWizard.
Results of the simulation are presented in Fig. 4.15. They show an oxidation of the silicon
sub-layer and therefore an increase in the thickness of the SiO2-layer formed between the
Si- and the RuO2-layers from 1.7 nm (as-deposited state) to 2.2 nm (after irradiation).
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The corresponding reduction of the thickness of the Si-layer, from 1.2 to 0.8 nm, is in
agreement with the ratio previously calculated (Eq. 4.1).

Figure 4.15: Measured and fitting EUV reflectivity curves of RuO2-capped Mo/Si multi-
layer mirrors in as-deposited state (left) and irradiated with D = 40 mJ/mm2

(right)

Although RuO2-capped Mo/Si multilayer mirror present an enhancement of the radiation
stability in comparison with Si-capped ones, they are not stable under EUV radiation
and therefore do not meet the stringent requirements for EUVL. To further enhance the
stability of the imaging optics, TiO2-capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors have also been
investigated. Optimized as-deposited TiO2-capped Mo/Si multilayers present a peak
reflectivity R = 66.4 % at the wavelength λ = 13.39 nm. After irradiation with an
EUV-dose D = 40 mJ/mm2 no drop of reflectivity was found (R = 66.4 % at λ = 13.39
nm). The evolution of the EUV properties of TiO2-capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors is
introduced in Fig. 4.16. Irradiations performed on such TiO2-capped multilayer mirrors
with synchrotron radiation [110] show a degradation of the optical performances with
different irradiation doses. Bajt et al. [109] demonstrated a drop of reflectivity of -0.3 %
with D = 720 J/mm2, whereas mirrors deposited by Yulin et al. [110] exhibited a loss of
-0.6 % with D = 760 J/mm2.
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Figure 4.16: Evolution of the EUV properties of TiO2-capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors
irradiated with D = 40 mJ/mm2
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4.3 Thermal stability of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors

The stability of Si-based multilayer mirrors under heat loads has been investigated up
to 650◦C and potential solutions for the improvement of the thermal stability have been
developed. Two different approaches (part 2.4) are presented here for the enhancement
of the thermal stability of Si-based multilayer mirrors. One method in order to enhance
the thermal stability of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors is based on a phase and structure equi-
librium of the layers, a minimal specific energy of interfaces, high melting temperatures
and a similar thermal expandability of the multilayer materials at all investigated tem-
peratures: The thermodynamic equilibrium of two phases at their interfaces can be only
achieved if they are neighbors divided by a region of their own eutectic in the phase dia-
gram of a binary alloy system. Therefore, MoSi2/Si systems were selected for the study
as a potential solution for high-thermal multilayer coatings. The second method consists
in a maximal increase of the activation energy of the diffusion process: The higher the
activation energy is, the lower the interdiffusion between the layers is. Multilayer mirrors
with enhanced thermal stability can be obtained by the insertion of very thin diffusion
barriers between the molybdenum and the silicon layers. Therefore, Mo/C/Si/C multi-
layer mirrors were also investigated as enhanced multilayer mirrors. Calculations of the
normal incidence reflectivity for both multilayer systems, performed with the software
FilmWizard and with material optical constants derived from the scattering factors of
Henke [10, 11] (ρSi = 2.33 g/cm3, ρMo = 10.22 g/cm3, ρMoSi2 = 6.31 g/cm3, ρC = 2.27
g/cm3 and ρSiO2 = 2.55 g/cm3), are introduced in Fig. 4.17.

Figure 4.17: Calculated optical performances of MoSi2/Si and Mo/C/Si/C multilayer
mirrors designed for λ = 13.5 nm

All calculations have been performed assuming ideal multilayer structures with 60 bilayers
(no interface-roughness and no imperfection at the interfaces). A carbon thickness of 0.6
nm was used in the design of Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors. A top-layer of two nanome-
ters of silicon oxide SiO2 has also been included into the design in order to represent the
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natural oxidation of the silicon in air. According to the previous calculations, Mo/C/Si/C
multilayer mirrors have a considerably higher theoretical reflectivity at the wavelength λ
= 13.5 nm (R = 69.6 %) than MoSi2/Si ones (R = 50.7 %). The reflectivity of MoSi2/Si
multilayer mirrors can be increased with a larger number of periods. Although mirrors
with 80 periods have a theoretical reflectivity of 53.5 %, it has been decided to deposit
samples with only 60 periods because of their larger FWHM (the theoretical FWHM of
classical Mo/Si multilayer mirrors is 0.57 nm). The design optimization of Mo/C/Si/C
multilayers is complexer compared to the optimization of MoSi2/Si multilayer systems,
since there are four layers to optimize in terms of maximum thermal stability and maxi-
mum reflectivity. The peak reflectivity of Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors decreases with
increasing the thickness of the diffusion barriers at the interfaces. To achieve a maximum
reflectivity, a minimal thickness of carbon has to be used. However, the kinetic approach
to more stable multilayers implies a maximum increase in the activation energy of the dif-
fusion processes, that can only be realized with an increased thickness of carbon. Based
on first annealing tests and EUV reflectivity measurements, Mo/C/Si/C multilayer with
the following design were deposited: Mo/C(0.6 nm)/Si/C(0.8 nm). The experimental
peak reflectivity more than 60 % was chosen as the main criteria of that design. The
calculated and design parameters of Mo/Si, MoSi2/Si and Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors
are summarized in Tab. 4.4.

Table 4.4: Calculated and design parameters of Mo/Si, MoSi2/Si and Mo/C/Si/C mul-
tilayer mirrors

System N R, % FWHM, nm
Mo/Si 60 73.7 0.57
MoSi2/Si 60 50.7 0.30
MoSi2/Si 80 53.5 0.27
Mo/C/Si/C 60 69.6 0.56

4.3.1 MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors

Characterization of as-deposited MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors

According to the previous calculations, optimal MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors have the fol-
lowing design: [3.75 nm Si / 3.09 nm MoSi2]60 + 3.40 nm Si. The main characteristics of
MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors (such as the period H, the layer ticknesses and the interface-
roughnesses) can be extracted from the simulation of the X-ray reflectivity measurement
curves. In the case of MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors, all simulations were performed using
a two-layer model, since they are based on a system that does not interdiffuse (Fig. 2.7).
A SAXR curve and the corresponding fitting curve of an as-deposited MoSi2/Si multi-
layer mirror is introduced in Fig. 4.18. According to the simulation results, the actual
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thickness ratio Γ (Γ = tMoSi2/H) is 0.45 and the period H of this sample 6.85 nm. An
additional interface-roughness in the range of 0.2–0.3 nm has been found between each
layer and mirrors have a top-roughness of 0.22 nm. Finally, Si-layers have a density of
2.33 g/cm3, that is equal to the density of the bulk material, and MoSi2-layers a density
of 5.80 g/cm3. As-deposited MoSi2/Si multilayers consisted of amorphous Si- and highly
dispersed (almost amorphous) MoSi2-layers as shown by the LAXD measurement (Fig.
4.18). Bragg reflection peaks can be detected up to a grazing angle of 20 degrees (as
shown on the LAXD pattern), that is an obvious sign of the excellent geometrical quality
of the deposited multilayer structures. The two broad peaks at 13.3 deg (lattice spacing
a = 0.337 nm) and 20.8 deg (a = 0.217 nm) respectively result from the reflection of the
[101] and [111] planes of the hexagonal MoSi2 stucture modification (h-MoSi2).

Figure 4.18: Measured and fitting SAXR curves (left) and LAXD curve (right) of an
as-deposited MoSi2/Si multilayer mirror

The TEM image (Fig. 4.19) of as-deposited MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors presents bright
and dark bands respectively corresponding to the Si- and MoSi2-layers. The structure
is continuous and smooth and there is no evidence of increasing roughness or columnar
growth through the multilayer stack. One period of the multilayer consists of two amor-
phous regions of different contrast. The rms-roughness has been found to be σ = 0.16
nm (Fig. 4.19) after AFM investigations. This value is close to the one extracted from
the SAXR simulation (σ = 0.22 nm).

The optimization of the multilayer design and deposition process resulted in a MoSi2/Si
multilayer peak reflectivity of R = 41.2 % and a FWHM = 0.26 nm at the wavelength
λ = 13.5 nm. The fit of that curve, achieved with the software IMD, gives a multilayer
period of 6.855 nm, a thickness ratio of 0.42, an interface roughness of 0.4–0.5 nm. The
formation of 1.8 nm of SiO2 on top has also been found. The fit was performed with the
following material densities: ρSi = 2.33 g/cm3, ρMoSi2 = 5.70 g/cm3 and ρSiO2 = 2.55
g/cm3. The fitting parameters show therefore a good agreement with the results of the
SAXR simulation. Both measured and fitting curves are introduced in Fig. 4.20.
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Figure 4.19: Surface morphology (σ = 0.16 nm, left) and TEM image (right) of an as-
deposited MoSi2/Si multilayer mirror

Figure 4.20: Measured and fitting EUV reflectivity curves of an as-deposited MoSi2/Si
multilayer mirror

Annealed MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors

After annealing of the samples at 250◦C for 1, 10 and 100 hours, no considerable changes
in the multilayer structure were found. The comparison of two SAXR measurements for
a MoSi2/Si multilayer mirror as-deposited and after annealing (T = 250◦C, τ = 100 h)
and the evolution of the EUV properties of MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors annealed 1, 10
and 100 hours at 250◦C are presented in Fig. 4.21. According to Eq. 2.9, changes in
the position of the reflection peaks (Θm), for both the SAXR and the EUV reflectivity
measurements, are linked to an increase or a decrease in the multilayer period. A little
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increase in the multilayer period thickness (about 0.015 nm) has been found after 100
hours annealing at 250◦C. This phenomenon can unfortunately not be explained by the
formation of any silicide (the formation of silicides typically causes a reduction of the
multilayer period). No crystalline structure transformations in MoSi2- and Si-layers were
found by LAXD investigations. A small shift of the resonance wavelength (+0.01–0.03
nm) predicted by the SAXR measurements and an insignificant increase of the FWHM
were found after annealing at 250◦C. The reflectivity of MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors is
invariant with increasing the annealing time up to 100 hours.

Figure 4.21: Evolution of the SAXR curves (left) and of the EUV properties (right) of
MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors annealed at 250◦C up to 100 hours

A decrease of the multilayer period thickness of -0.12 nm compared to the as-deposited
state has been observed after 100 hours of annealing at 400◦C (Fig. 4.22). That pe-
riod contraction can be explained by a phase transformation from an amorphous to a
polycrystalline MoSi2-layer structure. A polycrystalline hexagonal MoSi2 (h-MoSi2) was
found using LAXD (Fig. 4.22). The peak at 20.8 deg (lattice spacing a = 0.217 nm)
comes from the reflection of the [111] plane of the h-MoSi2 structure modification.

Figure 4.22: Comparison of the SAXR (left) and LAXD (right) curves for MoSi2/Si mul-
tilayer mirrors as-deposited and after 100 hours annealing at 400◦C
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The evolution of the EUV properties of MoSi2/Si multilayers annealed at 400◦C for 1,
10 and 100 hours is presented in Fig. 4.23. A shift of the center wavelength of -0.23
nm, predicted by the SAXR measurements (Fig. 4.22), and a reflectivity drop of -1.0
% were found after annealing at 400◦C. The reflectivity drop can be explained by the
crystallization process of the MoSi2-layers (Fig. 4.22), that induces a tiny development
of the interface roughness. The reflectivity of MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors is nevertheless
invariant with the increase of the annealing time up to 100 hours.

Figure 4.23: Evolution of the EUV properties of MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors annealed
at 400◦C for 1, 10 and 100 hours

The increase of the annealing temperature from 400◦C to 500◦C (annealing for 1, 10 and
100 hours) was not accompanied with any recrystallization process of the MoSi2-layers.
A similar period change was found in MoSi2/Si multilayers annealed at 500◦C and 400◦C
(decrease of the multilayer period by -0.12 nm compared to the as-deposited state). The
TEM cross-section image of the MoSi2/Si multilayer mirror annealed at 500◦C for 100
hours shows that the MoSi2-layers (dark lines) are polycrystalline and the Si-layers (bright
lines) have a typical amorphous structure (Fig. 4.24). The multilayer structure is con-
tinuous and smooth and there is no evidence of increasing roughness or columnar growth
through the multilayer stack. The formation of interlayer transition zones (interdiffu-
sion layers) in MoSi2/Si structures has not been found, that is the principal structural
difference between MoSi2/Si and Mo/Si multilayer systems. The prevention the of inter-
diffusion process at the interfaces in the MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors is the result of a
phase equilibrium between the selected materials. The rms-roughness of MoSi2/Si mul-
tilayer mirrors annealed at 500◦C during 100 hours is σ = 0.15 nm (Fig. 4.26). The
surface morphology of MoSi2/Si mirrors does not change after annealing at 500◦C (σ =
0.16 nm for the as-deposited state). The evolution of the EUV properties of MoSi2/Si
multilayer mirrors annealed at 500◦C for 1, 10 and 100 hours is presented in Fig. 4.23.
A shift of the center wavelength of -0.23 nm, predicted by the SAXR measurements and
comparable to the one found after annealing at 400◦C, and a reflectivity drop of -1.1 %
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were found after annealing at 500◦C and can be explained by the crystallization of the
MoSi2-layers, that occurs at 400◦C (Fig. 4.22). The reflectivity of MoSi2/Si multilayer
mirrors is invariant with increasing the annealing time up to 100 hours.

Figure 4.24: Evolution of the EUV properties of MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors annealed at
500◦C for 1, 10 and 100 hours (left) and TEM image of a MoSi2/Si multilayer
mirror after 100 hours annealing at 500◦C(right)

The optical properties of MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors do not change when the annealing
time was increased from 1 hour to 100 hours at all examined temperatures up to 600◦C.
The total degradation of the optical properties that occurs above 650◦C (Fig. 4.25),
where the EUV reflectivity becomes lower than 1 %, and can be explained by a recrys-
tallization process of the MoSi2-layers. Such a phenomenon has already been found by
Kondratenko et al. [130]. They nevertheless studied it with SAXR measurements and did
not investigate its influence on the resulted EUV reflectivity. A polycrystalline hexago-
nal MoSi2 (h-MoSi2) has been found using LAXD measurements. The peak at 20.8 deg
(lattice spacing a = 0.217 nm) comes from the reflection of the [111] plane of the h-MoSi2
structure modification. The structural coherence length of the MoSi2-crystallites can be
calculated from the FWHM of the LAXD peak (Fig. 4.25) with the Scherrer formula
[172]:

L =
0.9λ

∆2θ cos θ
(4.3)

where λ is the wavelength, ∆2θ the FWHM and θ the Bragg angle. The coherence length
L is a measure of the average crystallite size in the direction of the momentum transfer
of the X-rays. As the momentum transfer direction is perpendicular to the layers, L
approximately equals to the thickness of the MoSi2-layer. After annealing at 650◦C,
the shape of the peak is narrower, that corresponds to larger grains in the structure.
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The LAXD patterns were measured at the wavelength λ = 0.154 nm and the peak
corresponding to the h-MoSi2 appeared at θ = 20.8 deg after annealing at 500◦C and
20.6 deg after annealing at 650◦C. The calculation of the coherence length (Eq. 4.3) after
annealing at 500◦C and 650◦C respectively gives: L500◦C = 3.15 nm (∆2θ = 2.68 deg)
and L650◦C = 5.48 nm (∆2θ = 1.20 deg). L500◦C approximately equals to the thickness of
the MoSi2-layer, that was determined by SAXR, and L650◦C approximately equals to the
period thickness of the multilayer mirror, evidence of a recrystallization process of the
MoSi2-layers and a large increase of the interface roughness in the multilayer structure.

Figure 4.25: Evolution of the EUV properties of MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors after long-
term annealing up to 650◦C (left) and comparison of their LAXD curves
(right) after annealing at 500◦C and 650◦C

The rms-roughness of MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors annealed at 650◦C during 100 hours
is σ = 0.35 nm (Fig. 4.26). It has been found that the recrystallization process of the
MoSi2-layers is therefore also accompanied by an increase of the surface roughness (σ =
0.15 nm after 100 hours annealing at 500◦C).

According to the previous results, the following model for the degradation process of
the MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors upon annealing at temperatures up to 650◦C can be
suggested (Fig. 4.27). The as-deposited multilayer mirrors consist of amorphous Si-
and MoSi2-layers. After annealing at 400◦C, a crystallization of the MoSi2-layers has
been found. It is accompanied by a reduction of the multilayer period thickness. The
annealing of the MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors at 650◦C induces a recrystallization process
of the MoSi2-layers with a very high development of the interface roughness.
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Figure 4.26: Surface morphology of a MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors after 100 hours an-
nealing at 500◦C (σ = 0.15 nm, left) and 650◦C (σ = 0.35 nm, right)

Figure 4.27: Model of degradation of the MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors upon annealing in
temperature range from 200 to 650◦C
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4.3.2 Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors

Characterization of as-deposited Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors

In order to achieve both a high reflectivity (R ≥ 60 %) and a high thermal stability,
Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors were deposited with the following design: [2.89 nm Si
/ 0.8 nm C / 2.71 nm Mo / 0.6 nm C]60 + 3.40 nm Si. A SAXR curve of an as-
deposited Mo/C/Si/C/Si multilayer mirror is introduced in Fig. 4.28. A four-layer
model (Mo/C/Si/C) was used for the simulation, since the carbon diffusion barriers
have to block the interdifusion process between the Mo- and Si-layers. According to the
simulation results, the actual multilayer period H was 6.99 nm. An additional interface-
roughness in the range of 0.2–0.3 nm has been found between each layer and mirrors had
a top-roughness of around 0.2 nm. As-deposited Mo/C/Si/C multilayers consisted of
amorphous Si-layers. The determination of one broad diffraction peak gives insufficient
information for the exact interpretation of the crystalline phase: Formation of hexagonal
Mo2C (h-Mo2C) or body-centered cubic Mo (bcc-Mo). The reflection of the [101] plane
of the body-centered cubic Mo stucture modification (bcc-Mo) induces for instance a
broad peak at 20.35 deg (lattice spacing a = 0.315 nm). The Bragg reflection peaks
of the Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors can be determined up to 20 degrees, that is an
obvious sign of the excellent geometrical quality of the deposited multilayer structures
(Fig. 4.28). Finally, Si-layers had a density of 2.33 g/cm3, that is equal to the density
of the bulk material, and Mo-layers a density of 10.10 g/cm3.

Figure 4.28: Measured and fitting SAXR curves (left) and LAXD curve (right) of an
as-deposited Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirror

The TEM image (Fig. 4.29) of an as-deposited Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirror presents
bright and dark bands respectively corresponding to the Si- and Mo-layers. The structure
is continuous and smooth and there is no evidence of increasing roughness or columnar
growth through the multilayer stack. One period of the multilayer consists of amorphous
Si- (and C-) and polycrystalline Mo-layers. The interfaces are abrupt without any sign
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of interdiffusion process. The difference between the silicon and the carbon layers cannot
be found because of the small divergence in electron densities. The rms-roughness, σ =
0.16 nm (Fig. 4.29), is close to the one extracted from the SAXR simulation (Fig. 4.28).

Figure 4.29: Surface morphology (σ = 0.16 nm, left) and TEM image (right) of an as-
deposited Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirror

The optimization of the Mo/C/Si/C multilayer design and the multilayer deposition
process resulted in a peak reflectivity of R = 59.6 % and a FWHM = 0.54 nm at the
wavelength λ = 13.54 nm. The fit of that curve, achieved with the software IMD, gives
a multilayer period of 6.97 nm and an interface roughness of 0.4–0.5 nm. The formation
of 2.1 nm of SiO2 on top has also been found, corresponding to the native oxidation
of the silicon top-layer. The fit was performed with the following material densities:
ρSi = 2.33 g/cm3, ρMo = 9.60 g/cm3, ρC = 2.26 g/cm3 and ρSiO2 = 2.55 g/cm3. The
fitting parameters show a good agreement with the results of the SAXR simulation (Fig.
4.28) and of the AFM investigations (Fig. 4.29). Both measured and fitting curves are
introduced in Fig. 4.30.

Annealed Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors

After annealing of the samples at 250◦C for 1, 10 and 100 hours, no considerable changes
in the multilayer structure were found. The comparison of two SAXR measurements for
a Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirror as-deposited and after annealing (T = 250◦C, τ = 100 h)
and the evolution of the EUV properties of Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors annealed at
250◦C for 1, 10 and 100 hours are introduced in Fig. 4.31. The position of the resonance
wavelength and the reflectivity peak of Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors are invariant with
increasing the annealing time up to 100 hours.
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Figure 4.30: Measured and fitting EUV reflectivity curves of an as-deposited Mo/C/Si/C
multilayer mirror

Figure 4.31: Comparison of the SAXR curves (left) and evolution of the EUV properties
(right) of Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors annealed at 250◦C up to 100 hours

After annealing of the samples at 400◦C for 1, 10 and 100 hours, a decrease of the
multilayer period, depending on the annealing time, compared to the as-deposited state
has been observed. It achieves a maximal contraction of -0.08 after 100 hours of annealing.
This period contraction can be explained by a diffusion/intermixing process that occurs
at the interfaces. A new compound (SiC) was formed after 1 hour annealing at 400◦C
and characterized using LAXD (Fig. 4.32). The evolution of the EUV properties of
Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors annealed at 400◦C for 1, 10 and 100 hours is presented
in Fig. 4.32. A continous slow degradation of the reflective properties and a shift of the
resonance wavelength with increasing annealing time (1–100 hours) have been found. A
decrease of the center wavelength from 13.45 to 13.38 nm and a reflectivity drop from
59.3 to 58.8 % result after annealing at 400◦C for 1 and 100 hours respectively. The
change of the resonance wavelength versus the annealing time is a piece of evidence of
low interdiffusion processes at the interfaces.
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Figure 4.32: Evolution of the EUV properties of Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors annealed
at 400◦C for 1, 10 and 100 hours (left) and comparison of the LAXD curves
in as-deposited state and after 100 hours annealing at 400◦C (right)

On the samples annealed at 500◦C, a maximum decrease of the multilayer period by -0.14
nm compared to the as-deposited state has been observed after 100 hours of annealing.
The period contraction can be explained by the diffusion/intermixing process and the
formation of SiC at the interfaces found at 400◦C(Fig. 4.32). The evolution of the EUV
properties of Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors annealed at 500◦C for 1, 10 and 100 hours
is presented in Fig. 4.33. Thermally induced changes of the optical properties depend
on both the annealing time and temperature. A decrease of the center wavelength from
13.35 to 13.26 nm and a reflectivity drop from 58.8 to 58.1 % have been found after
annealing at 500◦C for 1 and 100 hours respectively. The TEM cross-section image of
the Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirror annealed at 500◦C for 100 hours shows that the silicon
layers (bright lines) have a typical amorphous structure (Fig. 4.33). The formation of
interlayer transition zones (SiC) has been found at the interaces. The carbon diffusion
barriers, deposited in order to block the diffusion between the silicon and the molybdenum
layers, interdiffuse with the multilayer materials and induce a degradation of the optical
properties of the Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors. The rms-roughness of Mo/C/Si/C
multilayer mirrors increases from 0.16 to 0.20 nm after 100 hours annealing at 500◦C (Fig.
4.35). The formation of SiC at the interfaces is therefore accompanied by a development
of roughness, that results in the loss of reflectivity of -1.5 % measured between the
as-deposited state and after the annealing at 500◦C fot 100 hours.

The change of the resonance wavelength versus the annealing time is a piece of evidence
of low interdiffusion processes at the interfaces. In order to characterize that diffusion
process between the layers upon annealing, the interdiffusion coefficients in Mo/C/Si/C
systems can be calculated from the decay rate of the peak reflectivity after an isothermal
annealing (Eq. 2.16). Assuming H≈ 6.95 nm and if α is the slope of the linear dependence
(ln(R(τ)/R(0)) vs the annealing time τ), the effective interdiffusion coefficient De is:

De =
−αH2

8π2
(4.4)
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Figure 4.33: Evolution of the EUV properties of Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors annealed
at 500◦C for 1, 10 and 100 hours (left) and TEM image of a Mo/C/Si/C
multilayer mirror after 100 hours annealing at 500◦C (right)

For each annealing temperature (250, 400 and 500◦C), the effective interdiffusion coeffi-
cient De is presented in Tab. 4.5:

Table 4.5: Effective interdiffusion coefficients of Mo/C/Si/C at 250, 400 and 500◦C
250◦C De = 5.73×10−27 m2/s
400◦C De = 1.75×10−26 m2/s
500◦C De = 7.56×10−26 m2/s

For Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors, the interdiffusion coefficient at 400◦C was found to
be De = 1.75×10−26 m2/s. In comparison with the interdiffusion coefficient calculated for
classical Mo/Si multilayer mirrors from the decay rate of the EUV peak reflectivity (De

= 3×10−22 m2/s, Tab. 2.4), the diffusion has been reduced by four orders of magnitude.
The introduction of ultra-thin barrier layers into the multilayer design is therefore a
successful way to reduce the diffusion processes taking place in such structures.

A continuous slow degradation of the reflective properties and a shift of the center wave-
length with increasing annealing time (1–100 hours) was found after annealing at all
investigated temperatures up to 650◦C (Fig. 4.34). The comparison of surface morphol-
ogy of Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors in as-deposited state and after 100 hours annealing
at 500 and 650◦C shows an increase in the rms-roughness upon the annealing tempera-
ture from 0.16 to 0.29 nm (Fig. 4.35). That development of roughness is responsible for
the loss of EUV reflectivity measured after annealing of Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors.

The change of the center-wavelength with annealing time is a clear evidence of slow
interdiffusion processes at the Mo/C/Si/C interfaces. As a result of interdiffusion, the
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Figure 4.34: Evolution of the EUV properties of Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors after
long-term annealing up to 650◦C

Figure 4.35: Evolution of the surface morphology of Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors: as-
deposited (σ = 0.16 nm, left), after annealing at 500◦C (σ = 0.20 nm,
middle) and after annealing at 650◦C (σ = 0.29 nm, right)

formation of a new compound, SiC, was confirmed by LAXD studies (Fig. 4.32) after
sample annealing at 400◦C for 100 hours. Thermally induced changes of the optical
and structural properties are dependent on both annealing times and temperatures. A
decrease of the center wavelength from 13.07 to 12.91 nm and a reflectivity drop from
55.1 to 51.0 % resulted after long term annealing at 600◦C and 650◦C respectively (Fig.
4.34). The shift of the center wavelength to the shorter wavelengths can be explained
by the formation of a SiC layer at the interfaces (Fig. 4.32), resulting of the following
reaction between the carbon and the silicon atoms:

Si + C
annealing→ SiC (4.5)

Considering one-dimensional volume changes in the Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors upon
annealing [173] and assuming that the molar volumes of Si, C and SiC are respectively VSi
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= 12.1 cm3/mol, VC = 4.4 cm3/mol and VSiC = 12.5 cm3/mol, the total thickness of the
two SiC-layers (one at the Si-on-Mo interface and one at the Mo-on-Si interface) obtained
after the full transformation of both C layers (tC = 0.8 + 0.6 = 1.4 nm) contained in
one period is:

tSiC =
VSiC

VC
tC ≈ 2.84 tC ≈ 3.98 nm (4.6)

tSi =
VSi

VSiC
tSiC =

VSi

VC
tC ≈ 2.75 tC ≈ 3.85 nm (4.7)

The full transformation of the carbon layers (tC = 1.4 nm) induces a silicon carbide layer
with a thickness of tSiC = 3.98 nm. This reaction also consumes a quantity of silicon
equivalent to a layer of tSi = 3.85 nm. Since (tC + tSi) ≥ tSiC , the formation of that
silicon carbide layer causes a contraction of the multilayer period and therefore a shift
of the center wavelength to the shorter wavelengths (Eq. 2.8). The maximal period
contraction, corresponding to the full consommation of the carbon layers, is ∆H = tSiC

- (tC + tSi) = -1.27 nm. According to the Eq. 2.8, this maximal period contraction is
accompanied by a maximal wavelength shift of ∆λ = -2.54 nm. The combination of the
Eq. 2.8, Eq. 4.6 and Eq. 4.7 gives a relationship between the wavelength shift ∆λ and
the corresponding thickness of carbon tC involved in the formation of the silicon carbide
layer:

∆λ = 2(tSiC − (tC + tSi)) = 2(
VSiC

VC
tC − (1 +

VSi

VC
) tC) ≈ −1.82 tC (4.8)

The formation of a SiC-layer at the interfaces in Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors upon
annealing at temperature up to 650◦C is therefore responsible for the shift of the peak
wavelength to the shorter wavelengths: It induces a contraction of the multilayer period
thickness, as shown by the Eq. 4.8. According to the previous results, the following
model for the degradation process of the Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors upon annealing
at temperatures up to 650◦C can be developed (Fig. 4.36). The as-deposited multilayer
mirrors consist of amorphous Si- and crystalline bcc-MoSi2-layers. After annealing at
temperatures above 250◦C, an interdiffusion/intermixing process at the interfaces has
been found. It is accompanied by the formation of a new compound (SiC) at the in-
terfaces. Thermally induced changes of the structural properties are dependent on both
annealing times and temperatures. The formation of the SiC layer induces both a con-
traction of the multilayer period and a development of the interface roughness in the
Mo/C/Si/C multilayer structure.
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Figure 4.36: Model of degradation of the Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors upon annealing
in temperature range from 200 to 650◦C
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5 Conclusions

The demand to enhance the optical resolution and to structure ever smaller details, has
pushed the optics development in recent years. Mainly induced by the production of more
powerful electronic circuits with the aid of projection lithography, an increasing interest
is directed towards optical components for the EUV spectral region. Such mirrors will be
used for applications in EUVL steppers. It requires not only the highest possible normal-
incidence reflectivity but also a long-term thermal and radiation stability at operating
temperatures. The radiation and thermal stability of Si-based multilayer mirrors designed
fot the wavelength λ = 13.5 nm has been therefore investigated.

The lifetime of Mo/Si multilayer-coated projection optics under EUV radiation is one
of the outstanding issues on the road of the commercialization of EUVL. In order to
investigate the radiation stability of classical Mo/Si multilayer mirrors as collector mir-
rors (without Zr-filter), high-reflective Mo/Si multilayer mirrors were successfully de-
posited by dc-magnetron sputtering. The optimization of the multilayer design and
deposition process for Mo/Si multilayers results in a peak reflectivity of 68.2 % and a
FWHM = 0.50 nm at the wavelength of 13.44 nm. As-deposited multilayer mirrors
consist of amorphous Si- and polycrystalline Mo-layers, separated by amorphous MoSi2
intermixing zones. Si-capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors irradiated with a Xe-gas dis-
charge source with an EUV-dose D = 40 mJ/mm2 present a loss of reflectivity of
-18.4 %. The oxidation of the silicon and molybdenum top layers (full oxidation of the
silicon top layer and partial oxidation of the molybdenum layer) leads to the degradation
of the optical properties of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors. That oxidation process therefore
induces a larger absorption, an increase of the thickness of the top layers and is accom-
panied by a development of the top-roughness from 0.24 to 0.49 nm after irradiation.

The introduction of a Zr-filter, that mitigates the impact of the out-of-band radiation and
partially protects the optics from the debris coming from the source, allows the study of
the radiation stability of imaging optics. Si-capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors irradiated
with an EUV-dose D = 40 mJ/mm2 present a loss of reflectivity of -1 % in presence of
the Zr-filter. It is explained by the oxidation of the silicon top layer. Ru-capped Mo/Si
multilayer mirrors demonstrate a drop of reflectivity of -3.0 % after irradiation with
D = 40 mJ/mm2. That loss of reflectivity is caused by the oxidation of the silicon
and ruthenium top layers. New perspective capping layer materials as TiO2 and RuO2

can considerably enhance the radiation stability of Si-based multilayer mirrors. RuO2-
capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors present a drop of reflectivity of -0.8 % at the wavelength
λ = 13.5 nm after irradiation with D = 40 mJ/mm2, because of the oxidation of the silicon
sub-layer. TiO2-capped Mo/Si multilayer mirrors showed no degradation of their optical
properties after irradiation with D = 40 mJ/mm2.
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Another serious problem of Mo/Si multilayers is the instability of reflectivity and peak
wavelength under high heat load, because of interdiffusion processes occurring between
the Si- and Mo-layers. The development of high-temperature multilayers was focused on
two alternative Si-based systems: MoSi2/Si and Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors. High
reflective MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors with enhanced thermal stability were successfully
deposited by dc magnetron sputtering. The optimization of the multilayer design and
deposition process for MoSi2/Si multilayers results in a peak reflectivity of 41.2 % and
a FWHM = 0.26 nm at the wavelength of 13.50 nm. The optical properties of pre-
annealed MoSi2/Si multilayer mirrors (T = 400◦C, τ = 1 h) are constant in a temperature
range up to 600◦C. As-deposited multilayer mirrors consist of amorphous Si- and MoSi2-
layers. A wavelength shift of - 1.7 % and a reflectivity drop of -1.0 % are found after
annealing at 400◦C for 100 hours. The degradation of the optical properties is explained
by the crystallization of the MoSi2-layers. A simple pre-annealing at the temperature
T = 400◦C for 1 hour can therefore stabilize the internal structure of MoSi2/Si multilayer
mirrors. The total degradation of the optical properties above 650◦C (R ≤ 1 %) is due
to the recrystallization process in the MoSi2-layers, accompanied by a high development
of the interface roughness in the multilayer structure. The replacement of Mo by one of
its neighbors in the Mo/Si binary phase diagram is then a successful way to enhance the
thermal stability of Si-based multilayer mirrors.

Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors with enhanced thermal stability were successfully de-
posited by dc magnetron sputtering. The optimization of the multilayer design and
deposition process for Mo/C/Si/C multilayers results in a peak reflectivity of 59.6 %
and a FWHM = 0.54 nm at the wavelength of 13.54 nm. The optical properties of
Mo/C/Si/C multilayer mirrors remain stable in the temperature range 20–250◦C during
long term annealing (100 hours). The interdiffusion/intermixing process at the interfaces
and the formation of a new compound (SiC) are responsible for the slow-current degra-
dation of Mo/C/Si/C optical properties after annealing at temperatures above 250◦C.
Thermally induced changes of the optical and structural properties are dependent on
both annealing times and temperatures and are due to the formation of the SiC layer
at the multilayer interfaces (contraction of the multilayer period) and to a development
of the interface roughness in the Mo/C/Si/C multilayer structure. The interdiffusion
coefficients in Mo/C/Si/C systems, calculated from the decay rate of the peak reflectiv-
ity during isothermal annealing at different temperatures (250, 400 and 500◦C), gives
an interdiffusion coefficient at 400◦C of 10−26 m2/s. That value represents a reduction
of the diffusion processes by four orders of magnitude in comparison with interdiffusion
coefficients calculated for classical Mo/Si multilayer mirrors. The introduction of ultra-
thin barrier layers into the multilayer design is therefore a successful way to reduce the
diffusion processes taking place in such structures.

The combination of high reflective properties and enhanced thermal and radiation sta-
bility and of Mo/Si multilayer mirrors provides good prospects for their industrial appli-
cation as coating for EUV collector and imaging optics.
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